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INTRODUCTION
Recent satellite-borne radar altimeters such as GEOS-3 and SEASAT-1 have included
waveform sampling gates providing point samples of the transmitted radar pulse after it
has been scattered frog
 the ocean's surface. There were 16 such samplers in GEOS-j and
63 on SEASAT-1, and Table I lists the time locations of the 63 SEASA1-1 samplers relative
to the middle one of the set. The waveform sampler data can be averaged over some speci-
fied number of individual radar returns, and the resulting set of average values can be
best-fitted in some sense by varying the parameters in a model or theoretical mean return
waveform. This report describes the waveform model used, and the details of fitting this
model to the waveform data to obtain estimates of the parameters characterizing the
modeled waveform.
The particular model radar return waveform used at Wallops Flight Center for SEASAT
data analysis is characterized by six parameters: 1) amplitude; 2) time-urig-*.n, or track-
point; 3) ocean surface ms roughness; 4) noise baseline; 5) ocean surface skewness; and
6) attitude angle, or off-naeir angle. Figure 1 sketches the model waveform and indicates
qualitatively how the model shape changes as these parameters vary. These will be dis-
cussed later, but we can briefly state here the importance of these estimated parameters.
The time-ori g in parameter is the location of the actual mean return waveform relative
to the altimeter's altitude-tracker-positioned sampling gate set, and the time-origin is
thus directly interpretable as an altitude correction to be applied to the real-time
altitude output. -he ocean surface rms roughness provides a revised estimate of the
significant waveheight (SWH,. The ocean surface skewness parameter provides additional
information about the surface elevation probability density function and possibly also
about the ocean wave spectrum. The amplitude parameter may be used to revise the altim-
eter-estimated surface backscattering cross-section c o , and the attitude angle also leads
to a correction to 7 c . The noise baseline parameter is of relatively little direct
f	 interest but must be included as one of the fitted waveform parameters because the sam-
pling gates measure radar signal plus noise.
TABLE I. TIME LOCATION AND INDEXING FOR THE 63 SEASAT WAVEFORM SAMPLERS
Previous #, This Previous #, This
Time, ns SEASAT # Repqrt Index Time, ns SEASAT # Report
1 -92.1875 -30 1 35 4.6875 + 2 32
2 -89.0625 -29 2 36 7.8125 + 3 33
3 -85.9375 -28 3 37 10.9375 + 4 34
4 -82.P125 -27 4 38 14.0625 + 5 35
5 -79.6875 -26 5 39 17.1875 + 6 36
6 -76.5625 -25 6 40 20.3125 + 7 37
7 -73.4375 -24 7 41 23.4375 + 8 38
8 -70.3125 -23 8 42 26.5625 + 9 39
9 -67.1875 -22 9 43 29.6875 +10 40
10 -64.0625 -21 10 44 32.8125 +11 41
11 -60.9375 -20 10 45 35.9375 +12 42
12 -57.8125 -19 12 46 39.0625 +13 43
13 -54.6875 -18 13 47 42.1875 +14 44
14 -51.5625 -17 14 48 45.3125 +15 45
15 -48.4375 -16 15 49 48.4375 +16 46
16 -45.3125 -15 16 50 51.5625 +17 47
17 -42.1875 -14 17 51 54.6875 +18 48
18 -39.0625 -13 18 52 57.8125 +19 49
19 -35.9375 -12 19 53 60.9375 +20 50
20 -32.8125 -11 20 54 64.0625 +21 51
21 -29.6875 -10 21 55 67.1875 +22 52
22 -26.5625 - 9 22 56 70.3125 +23 53
23 -23.4375 - 8 23 73.4375 +24 54
24 -20.3125 - 7 24 58 76.5625 +25 55
25 -17.1875 - 6 25 59 79.6875 +26 56
26 -14.0625 - 5 26 60 82.8125 +27 j7
27 -10.9375 - 4 27 61 85.9375 +28 58
28 - 7.8125 - 3 28 62 89.0625 +29 59
29 - 4.6875 - 2 29 63 92.1875 +30 60
30 - 3.1250 - It 291
31 - 1.5625 - 1 30
32 0.0000 0 301
33 1.5625 + 1 31
34 3.1250 + li 31f
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The SEASAT fitted waveform is characterized by the following 6 parameters:
Amplitude,
Time origin,
Ocean surface rms elevation os,
Baseline,
Ocean surface skewness, and
Off-nadir angle.
Figure 1. SEASAT model waveform.
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This report is intended to be relatively complete and self-contained in describing
the waveform model and the parameter-estimating procedure. The work depends of course on
a number of other reports and papers which will be referred to in the text, but all neces-
sary mathematics should be contained in the report or in the program source listings in
thependix sections. The actual computer implementation is relatively simple but it is
not s;: simple to describe succinctly the number of judgments and decisions built into the
work. I have tried to refer to some of these considerations in this report and this is m
partial excuse for a more wordy account than Nat of a typical technical journal article.
There are several separate categories which would be included in a complete account
of our SEASAT data analysis, including the following topics:
1) details of waveform data input to the programs, data calibration and correction,
data editing or screening, the waveform averaging period, and so forth,
2) the general procedure used in fitting a several-parameter function to the
corrected waveform sampler averages,
3) the details of and justification for the model waveform used as the several-
parameter function in the fitting procedure,
4) verification of the model and of the fitting programs, and
5) presentation of specific results and ground truth comparisons for the results of
the data analysis.
This report is not a complete SEASAT data study and will not present any of the
information in 5) above. Item 1) will be ignored except to note that most of our SEASAT
work typically used 10,000 pulse, ten second waveform data averages. Item 4) on verifica-
tion is only hriefly discussed later. This report will concentrate on items 2) and 3) in
the following two sections, describing first the general iterative non-linear least-
squares fitting procedure and then the model waveform used. At the heart of any waveform
data fitting procedure is the theoretical model which is being fitted, and this report
places its major emphasis on that topic.
As another way of establishing the intended purpose of this report, Figure 2 shows
the various procedures which should be included within the general category of waveform
processing in planning the data processing for any future satellite-borne radar altimeter.
Figure 2 is a rough sketch based on some current Wallops Flight Center studies for the
proposed TOPEX radar altimeter program, but the figure is general and not restricted to
`	 any one specific program. Outputs from the general waveform processor of Figure 2 in-
clude: 1) new quantities not otherwise available (such as ocean surface skewness); 2)
quantities which are replacements for, and are more precise than, radar altimeter real-
time estimates (such as SWH); and 3) quantities which are corrections to altimeter real-
time estimates (such as altitudes). Within the general waveform processor of Figure 2 is
a box labeled Waveform Modeled Pam Recover, and this present report is concerned
only with this one particular box in the general Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Procedures within overall waveform processor.
There are a couple of points of general philosophy to mention here. First, we have
strongly preferred fitting the data from all of the SEASAT waveform samplers in the
plateau region of the return pulse. Otherwise one would need to decide what samplers to
ignore, and this criterion would probably have to be a function of significant waveheight.
Second, the model waveform is the convolution of several terms as described later, and the
parameters of interest could be obtained by some type of deconvolution process as done by
Lipa and Barrick (ref. 1). A direct (numerical) deconvolution in this type of problem, a
problem characterized by an inherently noisy set of discrete observations over a finite
time span, has the general reputation of significant numerical difficulties and insta-
bilities. Accordingly, at the onset of this work some years ago, we chose to use what
could be characterized as "iterative convolution," in which an assumed functional form is
fitted through a non-linear least-squares procedure, and this is the method described in
the remainder of this report.
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Finally, a brief paragraph on the S-iistory of the SEASAT analysis and on the relation-
ship of this report to othe- work may be useful. There has been an active effort in
waveform analysis at Wallops Flight Center since before the GEOS-3 satellite was launched.
The waveform analysis used here for GEOS-3 was described briefly in an earlier report of
mine (ref. 2), and this algorithm is among several which were compared in a paper by Fedor
et al. (ref. 3). Our earlier GEOS-3 work and the present SEASAT-1 work are based on the
radar-ocean surface interaction summarized by Brown (ref. 4). In a recent paper (ref. 5),
I developed a several-term expansion describing the mean return waveform from an idealized
SEASAT-like radar altimeter; the paper's results do not apply directly to the actual
SEASAT-1 radar altimeter because the actual SEASAT-1 radar pulse (sampled by a calibration
mode) is not the simple form assumed in Reference 5. Consequences of the actual SEASAT-1
point target response and of certain calibration problems are described in a report
r
	
	
(ref. 6), and preliminary results of our waveform processing of SEASAT-1 data are in
References 7 and 8. Details of the actual SEASAT-1 altimeter design and altimeter hard-
ware are available in References 9 and 10, and some of the standard ground-based data
processing for SEASAT-1 data is described by Hancock et al. (ref. 11). A later section of
this report discusses numerical convolutions performed through use of the Fast Fourier
Transform, and Brigham (ref. 12) is one of many sources of information on this subject.
We have already mentioned the somewhat different approach to waveform processing by Lipa
and Barrick (ref. 1). The principal goal in our work has been the estimation of sea
surface skewness from satellite altimeter data, and the work of Huang and colleagues
(refs. 13 and 14) provides a relationship between ocean surface spectrum details and
skewness and significant waveheight.
NON-LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES FUNCTION-FITTING ROUTINE
Introductory Discussion
The problem of fitting a function to input experimental data has been divided into
two pieces; this section of the report will describe the fitting procedure itself with
little concern for what function is being fitted, while a later section of the report will
describe the specific function (the model waveform) to be fitted in the radar altimeter
waveform problem.
A least-squares fitting procedure is desired but there is a limited number of ty .s
of functions for which the normal equations are directly solvable in an ordinary least-
squares procedure. The model waveform function described later in this report produces an
intractable set of normal equations, and in this situation the approach is to: a) make a
- 6
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first guess at the values of the parameters in the fitting function, b) do a first-order
Taylor series expansion in parameter space around the first guess values, c) do a least-
squares solution for the corrections to the first-guess parameter values, and d) use the
revised parameter values as a new first guess, looping back to step b) and repeating until
some exit criterion is satisfied. This was used earlier in the GEOS-3 data analysis
(ref. 2) and the general approach has been described in a number of different sources such
as Reference 15. (References 16 and 17 provide some additional discussion of some inter-
.;
est to this general problem.) The following subsection will present this method in more
specific detail and a subsequent subsection then discusses the particular subroutine
version implemented here.
General Derivation
Suppose that there is a set of experimental data Y i , i = 1 to N, with each Y i fram
a different value of an independent variable t i . Suppose further that a model function R
is to be fitted to these data, where R is described by a set of constants K and a set of m
parameters 0 to be fitted,
o - { e l , e2 , . . . em} -	 (1)
We will designate the model function value at t i by MY K, 0). The number of points N
must be givater than the number of parameters being fitted, m. For SEASAT, R will be the
model return waveform, the Y i
 will be the N - 63 waveform sampler values, and number of
parameters fitted will be m = 6, but the derivation in this section is intended to be
general and not specific to SEASAT alone.
Let 00 be the set of initial guesses for the m parameters,
00
 = {e1 , e2 , . . . em ) .	 (2)0	 0	 0
and expand R in a Taylor series about the point 00 in the m-dimensional fit parameter
space. For notation convenience, define
Ri = R (ti ; K. 00 )	 ( 3)
0
and the Taylor series is given by
P
0
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	aRi	aRi
R (ti ; K. 0) - Ri + (01 -91 ) " + (02-92 ) 
A	
+
0	 0	 1	 0	 2
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+ higher-order terms.
	 (4)
o m
¢	 Define 
Dii 
and Sj
 by
`I	
aRi
Dii 	 0 	 R(ti; K, 0)	 (5)t	
evaluated at 00
i
and
alp	 (6)
f
ignore all the higher-order terms, and the above Taylor series becomes
R(ti; K. 0) ' Rio + d1Di1 + d20i2 + . 	. + dmDim	 (7)
i
This is a linear equation in d l , d2
 .... dm
 and can be treated by a least-squares method to
solve for the dl...dm.
Although most of our SEASAT analysis has been for uniformly weighted data we will
include the possibility of nonuniform data weighting in the following. Define a set of
weights wi
 for the (Yi , ti ) experimental data points, and then define Q as the weighted
sum of squares of the residuals between the Y  and the R(t i ; K. 0 ),
Q	 E	 wi (Y i - R(t i ; K. 0)]2
i=1
	
= E w [Y -R -d D -d D -
	
2	 (8)
s	
i	 i io
 1 it 2 i2	 dmDim]
r	 A minimum in Q is found by taking the partial derivatives of Q with respect to 51, 
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dm , and setting each of these to zero. This set of m partial derivatives is
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EwiDil(Yi-Ri
EwiDi2(Yi-Ri
EwiDim(Yi-Ri
61
a2
A =	
^II
	 B =	 I
6m
(11)
i _ - 2Ewi D11 (Yi -Ri - 61 Dil -62Di2 - .	 - 6mD,m) = 0
1
3+2	 - 2Ewi Di 2 ( Y i -fti o- 6 1 Di 1-62Di 2 - .
	 6•aDim) = 0
.	 (9)
e	
-2Ew D (Y-
	 -d	 -.	 -i im iR i
	
D
o- 16D it 2 i2
	
d 
m
D im) =0m
All the indicated sums are from i = 1 to N. These m equations can then be written as a
matrix equation,
B = A a
	 (10)
in which B and a are m by 1 column matrices and A is a symmetric m by m matrix. These
matrices are
EwiDil2	
EwiDilDi2
	
' ' .	 EwiDilDim
Ewi Di1 D12	 Zwi Di2	 ' ' '	 EwiDi2Dim
A =
Ew D D	 Ew D D	 Ew D 2i i 1 im	 i i2 im	 i im
and
(121,
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(13)A - A-1 B.
Then if matrix A has an inverse A
-1 , one solves for A-1 and the solution for A i s
Then from the definition of the 6^ in equation (6), the new parameter estimates e, can be
obtained from 6J and e^ by
0
ei	
eJ 0 
♦ 61 , J - 1 to m	 (14)
These new e^ parameters are not necessarily equal to the "true" or final parameter set 0
bemuse of the higher order terms having been ignored in the Taylor series leading to
equation (7). The next step is to use the e  of equation (14) as a revised guess, a
revised eo , and to repeat the entire process Just described.
This iterative process is repeated for some preset maximum number of iterations or
until some type of convergence criterion is satisfied. Additional error exit provisions
must be made for cases in which the matrix A is nearly singular or in which Q, the
weighted sun of residuals squared, increases over its value in the preceding iteration.
The usual convergence criterion is that the fractional change in Q from one iteration to
the next should be less than some preset limit. An additional iteration exit should be
provided for the absolute value of Q falling below some lower limit even if the Q frac-
tional change criterion has not been met. The particular lower limit specified is based
on reasonable judgment in the particular application of the general fitting procedure, and
also can be influenced by computer precision limits due to finite computer word lengths.
Additional Discussion of the Wallops Version of
a Non-linear Least-Squares Subroutine
P
S
The subroutine SWHFIT in Appendix B carries out the general iterative least-squares
procedure described above. These several paragraphs will diswuss some of the features andP
	
F	 considerations in this subroutine.4
The function being fitted is provided by a subroutine FILLV which is described
further in this report's section on the model waveform. The various partial derivatives
with respect to the fitted parameters, the D id of equation (5), are supplied by a sub-
routine FILLD. Notice that by keeping FILLV and FILLD outside the matrix-fitting loop
within SWHFIT, we have the ability to modify t`e model waveform function at will without
	
disturbs	 the fitting^ ing	  procedure; also the FILLV function is evaluated for all N (usually
63) values at one point in SWHFIT so that the convolution-by-FFT can be used as described
s
later. For our recent work, the derivatives D id in FILLD are computed by making a step-
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change in each of the estimated fit parameters and recalculating the fit function in
FILLV, and the array S'iPRM in SWHFIT contains the step-sizes currently used.
SWHFIT has been a general research tool for a variety of waveform work and we have
found it useful to be able to change the order and number of parameters being fitted
without having to change the program source code; an array JORDR allows this as described
further by comments in the Appendix 0 source listing.
It has sometimes been useful to limit the size of the corrections a allowed in equa-
tion (14) for the first several iterations to prevent the iterative process from jumping
completely outside the region of convergence in the event of a particularly poor first
guess for the parameters 00 . Subroutine SWHFIT allows 1/5 the correction for the first
iteration, 2/5 for the next, And so forth until the fifth and subsequent iterations when
the full correction is made.
Another feature of SWHFIT is its provision for parameter constraints as suggested to
us by Dr. William bells of Washington Analytical Services Center, Inc. (of EG&G, Inc.).
These constraints are added to the diagonal elements in the matrix A, with each constraint
being approximately the inverse of the appropriate fit parameter's input variance estimate
in cases in which some a priori information is available on the variation expected in the
parameters to be fitted.
A general simulation program, to be described only briefly later in this reourt. has
been used as an "experimental" means of setting the constraints used for the SEASAT
analysis. The ad hoc recipe for limiting A in the first several iterations was the result
of earlier data analysis and simulation. The exit criterion, based on the fractional
change in the sum of residuAls squired. has the value 0.001 in the SEASAT work. and the
maximum number of iterations allowed is 30. SWHFIT contains feaVires which are specific
to the FILLV function being a radar altimeter mean return waveform. One such feature is a
test which bars the possibility of a negative risetime or a negative significant wave-
height. Notice also in SWHFIT that whoa the antenna pointing angle is being fitted, there
are limits on the range of values allowed. Also in the case that the sum of residuals
squared increases after several iterati;,. ,s, the parameter values returned by SWHFIT will
be those for which the cum of residuals squared had its minimum.
For the general iterative non-linear least-s quares procedure described. there is no
fundamental guarantee that the sum of residuals squared which is reached in ;e fit is the
global minimum and not just a local minimum. We can only point out that for a number of
cases tried in the simulation and verification procedure, both with and without noise
added to the simulated wave^orm samples, the correct parameters were recovered in the
fitting procedure. Furthermore, the results seemed insensitive to a range of first-guess
values of the parameters.
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MODEL WAVEFORM FOR RADAR ALTIMETER DATA
In this section I will briefly review the fundamental assumptions underlying the
model waveform used for fitting to the radar altimeter waveform sampler data. The three
separate terms to be convolved in the model are then separately discussed.' One of these
terms has, for SEASAT, been impossible to represent by a simple analytical expression with
the consequence that at least one numerical convolution step is required in generating a
model waveform for any particular set of waveform parameters. To reduce the computation
'	 time required, this numerical convolution step can be performed through Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) techniques, and this is further described in a later subsection of this
section on the model waveform.
Convolutional Model for Rough Surface Radar Returns
In 195i Moore and Williams (ref. 18) demonstrated that the average radar power return
from a rough surface and for near-normal incidence could be expressed as a convolution of
the "transmitted pulse shape" and a term which included the effects of antenna pattern and
off-nadir pointing angle, surface properties, and distance. More recently, Brown (ref. 4)
discussed this convolutional model and, for the assumptions common to satellite radar
altimetry systems, produced a simplified closed-form expression for the average rough
surface impulse response function.
My own work is based on the material in Brown's paper (ref. 4) as a starting point
and I will assume that the average waveform can be viewed in an "elapsed-time" domain in
which the actual hardware waveform sampling gates can be labelled in successive time
units. For instance, the 63 SEASAT waveform samplers are spaced over a time span of
almost 185 nanoseconds. I will assume that I can use the concept of the "effective" pulse
and ignore the actual details of any pulse compression scheme actually used. SEASAT for
instance had an effective pulse width of some several nanoseconds, even though the actual
signal transmitted from the altimeter was about 3.2 microseconds in duration.
Since the waveform model is viewed in the altimeter's elapsed-time domain, any sur-	
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face elevations must be converted to elapsed times (or ranging times) through the radar
	 {
altimeter's two-day ranging time-to-distance factor of (-c/2) where c is the speed of 	 P
light. The negative sign is included because an increase in surface elevation (the eleva-
tion is positive for directions upward out of the sea surface) corresponds to a decrease
in the ranging time.
The following description of fundamental assumptions in the convolutional model for
rough surface scatter is quoted directly from Brown's paper (ref. 4):
I" `	 12
if	 " 1. The scattering surface may be considered to comprise a sufficiently large number
of random independent scattering elements.
2. The surface height statistics are assumed to be constant over the total area
illuminated by the radar during construction of the mean return.
3. The scattering is a scalar process with no polarization effects and is frequency
independent.
4. The variation of the scattering process with angle of incidence (relative to the
normal to the mean surface) is only dependent upon the backscattering cross
section per unit scattering area, Q°, and the antenna pattern.
5. The total Doppler frequency spread (4Vr/a) due to a radial velocity V r between
the radar and any scattering element on the illuminated surface is small rela-
tive to the frequency spread of the envelope of the transmitted pulse (2/T,
where T is the width of the transmitted pulse)."
Over the ocean surface, all of the above assumptions are generally satisfied.
However, we must always be careful in selecting the averaging time to insure that surface
statistical homogeneity is satisfied. For land scatter, the situation is somewhat differ-
ent, and some of the above assumptions may be violated.
Under these various assumptions above, the model mean return waveform W(t) is given
by the convolution of three terms,
W M - PFS (t) * qs (t) * s r (t) .	 (15)
PFS (t) is the "flat-sea" impulse response function which includes the radar antenna beam-
width and pointing angle effects, q s (t) is the radar-observed surface elevation proba-
bility density function, and s
r
 (t)is the radar altimeter's point-target response func-
tiot,. The convolution of these three terms is represented schematically in Figure 3, and
each term will be described in following subsections in this report.
For the SEASAT altimeter the waveform samplers actually measure signal plus noise
(ref. 9), so an average noise baseline parameter, b, is needed in a model waveform for
fitting to the sampled data. Also, an overall amplitude parameter, A. is needed. Finally
the altimeter's altitude tracker moves the entire set of waveform samplers back and forth
in time relative to the true position of the mean return waveform, so a tracker-related
term T(t) must be included to describe the tracker time-jitter probability density func-
tion as well as a possible track-point shift, t o . The result of these additional terms is
that the final model waveform to be fitted to averages from SEASAT waveform sampler data
is given by
W(t) - A PFS (t) *qs (t) * T(t) + b .	 (16)
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Figure 3.
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SURFACE ELEVATION 	 RADAR ALTIMETER SYSTEM
DENSITY FUNCTION
	 POINT-TARGET RESPONSE
FOR "SCATTERING
	 (INCLUDES TRANSMITTED
ELEMENTS"	 PULSE SHAPE)
PFS(t)	 '	 qs(t)	 *	 sr(t)
s	 M	 1^
General radar altimeter mean return waveform as convolution of 3 terms.
We have assumed in our SEASAT work to date that the tracker Jitter is small enough in
width compared to the q s (t) that we could ignore any part of T(t) except for the possible
track-point shift, to . In this case T(t) takes the form of a shifted delta function,
T(t) = 6(t-t0) .
	 (11)
We may find on detailed investigation of the tracker Jitter about the true waveform posi-
tion, that the delta function in T(t) above may need to be replaced by some other form
such as a skewed Gaussian whose width and skewness are both functions of the significant
waveheight and of the AGC level, but this investigation has not yet been finished.
The final model waveform, from equation (16) above, includes six parameters which are
varied in least-squares fitting the input waveform sampler data. These six parameters are
'	 listed in the table below. Figure 1 in the Introduction to this report showed qualita-
tively how the model waveform changes as a result of changes in these six parameters.
r	 "'
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In the special case that the sr (t) and qs (t) in equation (16) can each be represented
by a skewed Gaussian form and that the T(t) has the simple shifted-delta-function form of
equation (17), I have described in ref. 5 a several-term analytical expression for W(t);
an earlier report of mine (ref. 6) was also based largely on this analytical result. We
have more recently decided that, given the SEASAT s r (t), there is no way to avoid a
numerical convolution whenever equation (16) is to be evaluated for any set of values for
the parameters in Table II, and we use FFT techniques to speed the numerical convolutions
in our computer.
TABLE II. PARAMETERS VARIED IN FITTING MODEL WAVEFORM TO SAMPLER DATA.
Parameter	 Parameter Name or
Symbol Description
A Amplitude
t0 Time-Origin (or track-point)
vs Sea Surface rms Elevation
b Average Noise Baseline
as Sea Surface Skewness
Attitude Angle (or off-nadir
angle)
"Flat"-Surface Average Impulse Response Function
This function describes the average power return for a delta-pulse scattered off a
"flat" ocean; the quotation marks on flat are to remind us that the sea must be rough at
the centimeter scale for the incoherent, rough-surface scatter theory to apply, but that
any surface roughness effects at tens of centimeters or greater (i.e., at the oceanog-
rapher's level of interest) are described elsewhere in the q s (t) term. From (ref. 4), the
flat-surface average impulse response function is given by
PFS (t) - Ao exp(-6t) I o (t l 6) U(t) ,
in which 6 is a constant (not the 6-function),
6	 ( 4/Y) ( c/h) cos(21,)
Term Within Eq. (16) in
Which Parameter Appears
T(t)
qs(t)
qs(t)
PFS(t)
(18)
(19)
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and
6 = (4/Y (c/h) } sin(2C) ,
	 (20)
with U(t) being the unit step function, and I0(ti6) being a modified Bessel function. In
equations (19) and (20) c is the speed of light, h is the spacecraft altitude. C is the
absolute off-nadir pointing angle (or attitude angle). and Y is an antenna beamwidth
parameter defined as in Brown's equation (ref. 4) by assuming a Gaussian approximation to
the antenna gain for an angle a off the axis.
G(e) a Go
 eXp[-(2/Y)si n2e] .	 (21)
If ew
 is the usual antenna beamwidth, the angular full-width at 1/2-power points, then
4 = to 4	 (22)
Y	 sin^(ew/2)
Notice that the time in equation (18) is zero at the instant of the first non-zero power
return to the altimeter.
The amplitude term Ao
 in equation (18) above contains several other constants:
^o Ar2 c °O(0)	 4	 2	 (23)A	 exp(- — sin 0	 4(4n) LP 	 Y
where
A  is the radar wavelength,
CF* (0) is the ocean surface backscattering cross section at normal incidence,
Go
 is the radar antenna boresight gain, and
LP
 is the two-way propagation loss over and above the free-space loss.
4 In the SEASAT altimeter, the radar return signals are normalized by the automatic gain
control (AGC) circuit and we ignore all the individual terms within A o in equation (23).
Instead Ao is treated as a simple amplitude scaling constant which is set equal to one for
convenience since the A constant in equation (18) will provide the necessary amplitude
variation. For future work, note that the combination of fitted A and E plus the altim-
eter's AGC data would lead to a revised v° estimate.
Let's emphasize here that the flat surface impulse response function given by equa-
tion (18) above is an average-power quantity over many pulses and has no meaning on an
individual radar return waveform. Indeed, as Moore and Williams emphasize (ref. 18), the
range from a signal level exceeded 5% of the time to a level exceeded 95% of the time is
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about 18 d6 for the underlying Rayleigh distribution in amplitudes. Any individual pulse
is likely to look very different from the mean described in equation (18).
A sample subroutine GTFSR for evaluating the P FS(t) of equation (18) is provided in
Appendix D. In evaluating the 1  in (18), polynomial approximations from Abramowitz and
Stegun (ref. 19) are used. In the following t - z/3.75.
If -3.75 < z < 3.75, find Io (z) from
N
Io(z) - 1 + 3.5156229t 2 + 3.0899424t4 + 1.2067492t6
+ .2659732t8 + .0360768t10 + .00458130 2	(24)
If 3.75 < z < -, find I 0 (z) from
[z lexp(-z)] Io(z) _ .39894228 + .01328592t-1 + .00225319t-2
.00157565t-3 + .00916281t-4 - .02057706t-5
+ .02635537t-6 - .01647633t-7 + .00392377t-8 .	 (25)
For digital computer use, equations (24) and (25) have to be rewritten in nested form to
avoid round-off errors from the higher powers in t, and subroutine GTFSR in Appendix D
contains the rewritten 1  polynomial approximations.
Finally, the possibility of a "negative angle" has been built into the flat-sea
impulse response function PFS%0 in subroutine GTFSR of Appendix D. The angle & is
supposed to be a magnitude only and thus a negative angle has no possible physical
meaning. Notice that the fastest plateau decay possible in equation (18) is when = 0
in which case S = 0, d = (4/Y)(c/h), and the P FS (t) becomes
PFS (t) = AoU(t) exp(-6t) . 	 (26)
There are, however, experimental situations in which an even more rapid plateau decay is
needed. There are at least two such situations: a) the actual ^ is very nearly zero and
the noise character of the waveform sampler data will lead to plateau decay rates varying
both plus and minus around the decay rate in equation (26) above, or b) erroneous waveform
sampler gain calibration data are used so that the decay of the plateau is apparently more
rapid than allowed in equation (26).
For this reason, a branch is included in subroutine GTSEA which evaluates equation
(18) normally for > 0 but which evaluates equation (26) with a changing "effective"
d > if C < 0. The magnitude of the change in d is related to the (negative) magnitude of
E, and the scaling constant on the 6-change is chosen so that the average of a set of
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simulated E - 0 cases is zero, with individual C estimates in this simulation work varying
positive and negative.
A negative & result from fitting real waveform sampler data is a flag or a warning
that there could be waveform modeling errors (or calibration errors); if the C estimates
are only sometimes negative and are consistent with the expected standard deviation of the
&-estimation process, then the negative signs pose no problems and simply make the aver-
ages of sets of C-estimates cane out closer to zero. The expected standard deviation of
the C-estimates can be gotten from a simulation program as sketched later in this report.
Radar-Observed Sea Surface Elevation Probability Density Function
The radar-observed surface elevation probability density function qs (t) describes the
vertical extent and distribution of the ocean surface radar scattering process, and the
elevation-to-time transformation is made through the (-c/2) conversion factor. The phrase
"radar-observed p.d.f." is used as a reminder that the effective p.d.f. may possibly
differ from the geometric surface elevation p.d.f. By geometric surface, I mean the sea
surface as seen by optical instruments. Our various waveform analysis work (refs. 6, 7,
and 8) has assumed the one specific p.d.f. form given in the next paragraph, but the
reader should be aware that there are some alternative p.d.f. forms being proposed.
Jackson (ref. 20) proposed one modified sr(t) form based on theoretical work assuming
infinitely long-crested waves, while Lipa and Barrick (ref. 1) have proposed a somewhat
different form which includes a "height-slope 2 cross-skewness" parameter. My approach has
been to proceed with one particular often-assumed surface elevation p.d.f. with the
possibility of later substituting a different form at such time as the other research on
this problem seems sufficiently convincing. Subroutine GTSEA in Appendix D contains the
p.d.f. described in the next paragraphs, and the possible future use of different func-
tional forms can be accomplished simply by suitable rewriting of this one subroutine.
The radar-observed surface elevation p.d.f. q s (t) used here is assumed to be the
skewed Gaussian form given in the time domain by
X
qs(t)
	
	
^ 
a	 1 + 9-- H3 (t/as ) exp[- (t/as) 2
]
	
(27)
s
where oo is the surface rms waveheight, X s is the surface skewness, and H3 is a Hermite
polynomial. The Hermite polynomials for general argument z needed in this paper's dis-
cussion are
H3(z) - z3 - 3z ,	 (28)
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H4(z) - z4 - 6z2 + 3 ,	 (29)
and
	
H6(z) - z6 - 15z4 + 45z2 - 15	 (30)
All satellite altimeter measurements of sea surface roughness have assumed that the
significant waveheight (SWH) is exactly four times the rms surface elevation, and since os
is in time :.nits, the SWH in distance units is
	
SWH - 4(00%
	 (31)
The Xs in equation (27 ) is the surface skewness. Skewness is a non-dimensional
quantity, the ratio of a third central moment to the 3/2 power of the second central
moment, so no specific use of the (c/2) distance-time conversation factor is needed. It
is important to realize however that the sign of the surface skewness in the spatial
domain is opposite to the sign in the (ranging) time domain.
The skewed Gaussian form in equation (27) above was used by Pierson and Mehr (ref.
21) in Skylab discussion and by Walsh (ref. 22) in GEOS-3 data as well as in our SEASAT
work (refs. 6, 7, and 8); it is a low order case of a general probability function by
Longuet-Higgins (ref. 23) for a random variable that is weakly nonlinear. This form is
the result of taking the first two terms only in a general Gram-Charlier series (ref. 24).
Recent work by Huang and Long (ref. 13) proposed that equation (27) above is not adequate
for the surface elevation density and that additional terms must be included in the square
of the skewness and in the kurtosis, K s , and that the proper surface elevation p.d.f. to
use is
2
qs (t) = 1 + ^ H3 (t/os ) + S H4 (t/Q S ) + X0 H6 ( t/os)
X	 1	 exp(- I ( t/QS)2
V777
^ .
'	 Qs
We chose to ignore the X s 2 and K s terms, feeling that these were probably less important
in the ocean than in the laboratory. Also the magnitude was likely to be less than the
noise in our case. (Figure 6 of Reference 5 shows the effect of the as2 term for example.)
While our work to date has been based on the simpler q s (t) of equation (27), it is a
simple matter to change subroutine GTSEA to the equation (32) form if desired.
11 . -
(32)
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There are two reasons for strong interest in the sea surface skewness estimates As.
First, this quantity enters some of the theories concerning possible differences between
"radar-observed" and "actual" surface elevation p.d.f., the so-called electromagnetic bias
in radar altimeters, as in Jackson's paper (ref. 20) for instance. Second, the Huang and
Long work (ref. 13) provides the connection between a s and As
 and two other parameters I
and Ao. The significant slope § and the dominant wavelength ao are the two important
parameters in a new unified two-parameter ocean wave spectral model of Huang et al.
(ref. 14), and thus there is a possibility of obtaining surface spectrum information from
radar altimeter measurements.
Radar Altimeter Point-Target Response Function
The radar altimeter system point-target respons-i function s r(t) is the system's
effective transmitted pulse as sampled by the waveform sampler set. This point target
response is primarily the effective transmitted pulse shape but also includes effects of
the receiver bandwidths. The word "effective" above is the verbal rug under which is
swept the actual details of pulse compression and implementation.
The only information on the SEASAT s r(t) is provided by the altimeter Calibration
Mode I in which a portion of the transmitted pulse is fed back through the receiver to the
waveform sampler set. The SEASAT altitude tracking and SWH estimation in the altimeter
hardware were based on an assumed pure Gaussian sr (t) with a full-width at 1/2-power
points of 3.125 nanoseconds. MacArthur (ref. 9) describes a ground-based data processing
correction to SWH to allow for the 
( sis 
x)2 shape which the SEASAT sr(t) ideally had (as a
result of the particular pulse compression technique implemented). I have described in an
earlier report (ref. 6) the actual s r(t) which is not symmetric nor representable by any
simple analytical expression. Figure 4 from (ref. 6) sketches this SEASAT s r (t), based on
SEASAT Calibration Mode I Step 9 data, and this figure provides an estimated value every
1.5625 ns. This is the spacing between the five sampling gates at the center of the
waveform sampling gate set, while the spacing between all of the rest of the sampling
gates is 3.125 ns. We have assumed zero values at every half-gate position between the
3.125 ns-separated samplers, based on the assumed nulls in the ideal ( sin x)2 response.
In SEASAT the fundamental 1.5625 ns spacing (of the sampled values on all the terms
to be numerically convolved) is fixed by the limits on our knowledge of s r(t) and on its
densest sampling being at the 1.5625 ns separation at the center of the sampling gate set.
In subroutine FILLY of Appendix C, the subroutine which evaluates the model waveform, the
sr(t) information is carried in array SYS(514) and the two integers NSYS and NSCTR. NSYS
is the point after which all remaining SYS values are zero (clearly NSYS<514), and NSCTR
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Figure 4. SEASAT radar altimeter system point-tarqet response from
CAL Step 9 after gain bias corrections.
is the index of the peak or center at the sampled s r (t). NSCTR is used in a time shifting
step which in effect sets the peak element within SYS at the time zero.
If one can assume that the s r (t) has a skewed Gaussian form like equations (21) or
(32) of the preceeding subsection, then my Reference 5 provides a several-term analytic
expression for the model waveform and subroutine FILLV of Appendix C could be replaced by
a coded version of that expression. This may be useful for simulations of future altim-
eters, but I expect that any actual altimeter will have a s r (t) at least as complicated as
the SEASAT case in Figure 4, and that the full convolution procedure of this present
report will again be necessary.
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Numerical Convolution by the FFT Method
The preceding discussion in this section on model waveforms has emphasized the need
to carry out a numerical convolution because of the actual SEASAT sr(t) form. Moreover,
my discussion of q^(t) has at least implied the desirability of being able to change the
functional form used for this surface elevation p.d.f. This in turn means at least two
numerical convolutions for a set of model waveform values. Then the step-estimation of
derivatives within the fitting process will require four more model waveform seta to be
generated if six parameters are fitted (in general, six parameters being fitted would re-
quire six more model waveform sets to be generated, but in this problem we know already
the derivatives of equation (16) with respect to the ;parameters A and b). Finally the
general fitting program will require from five to ten iterations through the waveform-
plus-derivative loop. In brief, there are many convolution steps required to estimate
waveform parameters for one set of averaged waveform sampler data, and ways to speed this
processing must be found.
One way to speed the convolution is to take advantage of the convolution theorem in
Fourier transform theory. This theorem asserts that if one has two time functions p(t)
and q(t) whose Fourier transforms P(f) and Q(f) exist, the Fourier transform of the convo-
lution p(t)*q(t) is the product P(f)Q(f). Consequently, the convolution p(t)*q(t) can be
performed by: a) taking the Fourier transforms of p(t) and q(t) to obtain P(f) and QM;
b) forming the (complex) product [P(f)Q(f)?; and c) taking the inverse Fourier transform
of [P(f)Q(f)] to obtain the desired answer. This procedure also can be used for two sam-
pled time functions using the discrete Fourier transform (OFT) and the inverse OFT, pro-
viding that the two functions can be set to zero outside a region of interest. The compu-
tational efficiencies of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) result in the above-sketched
convolution through transforms technique being faster in many cases than the simpler
straightforward numerical convolution, and we have found by trying both methods that there
is a speed advantage to convolution by transforms within the model waveform computation.
There is a large body of literature concerning Fourier transforms, OFTs, FFTs, convo-
lution, and so forth; the textbook by Brigham (ref. 12) is a source which is qu*te read-
able and accessible. and upon which the discussion in these paragraphs is based. The
particular FFT and inverse FFT programs used here for model waveform computations were the
subroutines FFA and FFS and their associated subroutines from a published package (ref.
25) of digital signal processing programs. FFA is a radix 8-4-2 FFT routine for a real
data sequence which performs as many base 8 iterations as possible and then performs one
base 4 or base 2 iteration if necessary, and FFS is the radix 8-4-2 inverse counterpart
of FFA. Th,^ inclusion of the radix 8 steps in FFA and FFS leads to longer Fortran source
code but sh,.rter computation times than for other simpler FFT routines, and additional
timing discussion is provided by Reference 25.
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The FFT-convolution will require that the total array length N T, used in each term to
be convolved, be the same and in general there is the FFT requirement that 
NT be some
power of 2, NT - P. The smaller the value of M, the faster the computation, but M must
be large enough to avoid overlap effects as discussed in ref. 12, Suppose again that two
(discrete) sequences p(t) and q(t) are to be convolved and that p(t) has N  non-zero
sampled values while q(t) has Nq such values. There will be (N T-Np ) and (NT-Nq ) Succes-
sive zjro values in the arrays for p(t) and y(t) respectively. Then the requirement that
NT > Np+Nq-1 will avoid the overlap problem. If there are three sequences p(t), q(t), and
•	 s(t) with numbers N p , N  and Ns , the requirement on NT becomes NT > Np+Nq+Ns-2. Obviously
we are assuming the same sample time intervals a for p(t), q(t), s(t) and for the final
answer.
In the specific SEASAT waveform problem, the sampling time a
s
 is 1.5621 ns, the
spacing of the gates in the center of the set of waveform samplers. The total width
spanned by the sampling gates is around 120 AS and the flat sea response function PFS(t)
must be allowed at least this width of non-zero values so N P
 • 120. To allow for up to
20 m SWH implies that upwards of 100 
AS is needed to represent qs (t) out to the ± 4as
level, so Nq x- 200. Then the sy:. !.em point-target response function has a width upwards of
100 as , so NP - 100. This leads to a '%*otal N T — 120+200+100 - 400, and the next hinhest
2M is at M - 9 for NT - 512. The actual widths used vary somewhat from this illustrative
example, but NT = 512 is the total array length used.
The model waveform evaluation subroutine FILLV in Appendix C uses 512-point arrays
for the PFS (t), qs (t) and s r(t) and 512-point FFT evaluation (the actual array dimensions
are 514 because of the details of the FFA and FFS subroutines used). The time-shift term
TM of equation (17) is not written as a separate term in the convolution, but is accom-
plished through the Fourier transform time-shift theorem (ref. 12); a shift in the time
domain leads to a phase shift in the frequency domain, so that for example if p(t) and
PM are Fourier transform pairs, then the Fourier transform of p(t-t o) is PM exp W
2nfto ). A similar property applies to the discrete Fourier transform, and FILLV takes
advantage of this and includes the phase shift in the complex product in the transform
domain before doing the inverse FFT to bring the model waveform back to the time domain.
Details of this are obvious in the FILLV source code in Appendix C.
Finally, the convolution via FFT method described above was tried initially as an
experiment, to see if the computation speed was improved over the straightforward convolu-
tio;i of two time functions; there was an improvement of nearly an order of magnitude, so
the FFT method was kept in our waveform fitting. Adding one more convolution for a total
of three terms convolved then became simple and cost less than twice the time for two
terms only to be convolved via FFTs, and this allowed us to separate the problem so that
PFS (t), qs (t), and s r(t) were entered by different subroutines. This modular structure
will easily permit future possible changes in the functional form used for q s (t). Also as
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we note laters most of the time in our weveftnm fitting
	 tations is taken by the
computer doing FFTs. and this makes attractive the process of using one of the available
arrvey processors in any future computer system which spends an appreciable part of its
time doing waveform fitting for modeled parameter recovery.
ADDITIONAL PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS
Use of Calibration Data
If the set of SEASAT waveform sampler measurements is Y i . i • 1 to 63, it has been
assumed that there is a set of gain corrections g i and offset (or shift) corrections si
such that a corrected set of sampler values Y  is obtained from
Yi • gi(yi-si) . i n 1 to 63 .	 (33)
The offsets s i
 were to be obtained from the altimeter's standby made, under the assumption
that they were generated somewhere in the sampler-to-telemetry system interface. The
gains g i
 were to be obtained from the altimeter's calibration mode II in which a uniform
signal level is presented to the input of the waveform sampler set so that the output dif-
ferences can be interpreted as gain variations from which a set of gain correction factors
can be obtained. We have already described (ref. 6) some of the problems with the gains
g i
 derived from Calibrate Mode II of the altimeter and, more recently, we found that there
was an apparent gain change correlated with whether the altimeter's AGC word is above or
below 32 dB. The SEASAT altimeter's Calibration Mode I supplies the sampled point-target
response function sr(t) but even here the sampler gain calibration problems cause some
concern.
There is work yet to finish on the SEASAT sampler gain problems, and no final values
for g i and s i
 in equation (33) can be given here. For purposes of this report, it will be
simply assumed that any necessary waveform sampler calibrations have already been applied
to the averaged seWle data prior to the radar altimeter waveform modeled parameter
recovery procedure.
Separate Subroutines for Terms Within Waveform Convolution
I want to emphasize here the desirability of keeping separate waveform terms in
separate !ubroutines because of the freedom and flexibility in then changing any one of
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these terms. Once there is a numerical convolution step required in a model waveform (and
I cannot imagine that this will change in future altimeter systems). then the use of an
FFT-convolution process means that adding an additional convolution will not even double
the processing time. For example. Reference 5 gives the answer for the convolution of the
flat-sea impulse response function PFS(t) and the surface elevation density function qs(t)
for the particular forms of PFS (t) and qs (t) which I am now using. Yet I prefer to do
this particular convolution numerically too (through FFT again) in order to preserve for
future work the ability to try different functional forms for q r (t), forms which would
invalidate the results from Reference 5.
E_
Computer Running Time Comments
Table III below lists typical computation time taken by the general six-parameter
estimating iterative least-squares waveform fitting program on the Data General ECLIPSE
S-200 computer system in Building E-106 at Wallops Flight Center for three different
methods of generating the model waveform and its derivatives.
TABLE III. COMPARISON OF TYPICAL SEASAT WAVEFORfi FIT TIMES ON S-200 COMPUTER
Method	 Waveform Generation
	
Derivative Generation	 Waveform Fit Times
"Full	 Analytical. frun
	
Analytical derivatives 	 1-2 seconds
Analytical"	 Ref. [5]
	
of Ref. [5] expressions
"Analytical
	
[PFS(t)+qs(t)]
Numerical" Analytical; then
Simple Numerical
Convolution with sr(t)
"Full	 FFT for PFS(t).gs(t)
Numerical	 sr(t). Then Complex
by FFT"	 Product and Inverse
FFT
Step-Change in Each 	 2-3 minutes
Parameter. Reevaluate.
for 1A ParameteFj
AWaveform
Step-Change ...
	 15-25 seconds
In planning future altimeter data processing systems. the 20 seconds per fit of the
"Full Numerical by FFV entry in the table above would seem to pose a problem since the
waveform data will probably be averaged and waveform fits done for typically every 2.5
seconds of data. The factor of 8 between processing time and real-time would create an
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intolerable data processing bottleneck, but the existence of add-on hardware array proces-
sors (and their associated software) suggests a way out of the problem. In Table III, the
additional time of the "Full Numerical by FFT" compared to the "Full Analytical" is pri-
marily spent doing FFTs in the Fortran programs. Let's assume that all the rest of the
waveform fitting processing time could be gotten below one second. This is probably a
reasonable goal given the relative clumsiness of the Fortran source code written for the
waveform fitting programs which were developed as research tools and not as production-
oriented programs. Then let's estimate how many FFT and inverse FFT operations there are
in one typical waveform fit, and estimate the operating time required by one representa-
tive array processor (ref. 26) which can be interfaced to Data General computers such as
the 2CLIPSE S-200 on Nhich Table III is based.
To evaluate a mo:.?'- •-aveform, subroutine FILLV in Appendix C does two FFTs (on PFS(t)
and qs (t), with transfo-v ,;f s r(t) already having been performed once in the program
initialization), then three complex multiplications (multiplication of the transforms of
PFS (t), qs (t), and sr(t) and of the T(t)-generated phase shift), and then one inverse FFT.
Thus in effect three FFTs and three complex multiplications of 512-point array quantities
are required to generate one set of model waveform samples. The MSP-2 array processor
from Computer Design and Applications, Inc. (ref. 26) does a 512-point real FFT in 3.26
milliseconds and a 512-point complex product in 1.28 ms so that the total time per model
waveform is about 3(3.26)+3(1.28) ms or about 13.6 ms. Then the derivatives for the six
parameters fitted will require generation of four more model waveforms for step changes in
different parameters in subroutine FILLD in Appendix C, so that one pass through the
iteration loop in the least-squares fitting program uses a total of five waveform-gener-
ating steps or 5(13.6) = 68 ms. Then the average number of iterations in the waveform
fitting process is generally eight or less so that the total waveform generating time in
one complete waveform fit is around 8(68) = 550 milliseconds. If the array sizes dis-
cussed were to increase to 1024 instead of 512 this time would become about 1.16 seconds,
slightly more than twice 550 milliseconds, based again on the MSP-2 processor literature
(ref. 26).
Thus the entire waveform fitting procedure for one set of waveform sampler averages
could probably be carried out in under two seconds of computer time on an ECLIPSE S-200
computer with an array processor. I use the Computer Design and Applications "SP-2
array processor only as an example to show that a 2.5 second average of waveform data
could be processed in less than 2.5 seconds of computation. Other array processors are
available for minicomputer or large mainframe computer systems at varying prices, speeds,
and features. At least one unit available for ECLIPSE computers runs more than twice as
fast as the MSP-2 processor in the example above. No array set-up or transfer times or
other system overhead times have been included in the above examples, and the possible use
of an array processor deserves a more detailed study for future altimeter waveform proc-
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essing. Finally. it should be noted that the computation times required by many of the
current 32-bit "super-minicomputers" is considerably less than the computation time of our
ECLIPSE S-200 system; it might be possible that a newer computer would operate fast enough
that no array processor is needed, but this again is a further issue for detailed study.
Simulation Program for Assessing Operation of Fitting Program
The model waveform generating procedure has been discussed earlier. Verification of
correct operation of this program is fairly simple; one generates a waveform for a given
parameter set and checks that the result matches what the theory predicts. One way to
test the SEASAT waveform program FILLV of Appendix C is to write a small test program to
produce a skewed Gaussian characterized by a ms as and as and to then take 1.5625 ns-
separated samples of this function to form a point-target function s r M in array SYS;
then the waveform generated by FILLV for these SYS must agree closely with values calcu-
lated from the method described by Reference 5. This has been done for the SEASAT model
waveform used here and the verification was satisfactory.
Another level of checking is needed as well to verify that the waveform least-squares
fitting program recovers the correct parameters from the input waveform samples. For this
check, a simulation program was developed which generates model waveform samples for one
particular set of waveform parameters and then uses those sample values as input to the
waveform fitting program; a comparison of the parameters recovered and the input param-
eters will then reveal any errors or biases induced by the fitting program. This sir..-ila-
tion program is also extremely useful in determining the fundamental limits to parameter
recoverability, limits due to the fundamental noise-like character of the individual radar
return waveform.
Figure 5 sketches the simulation program used here to investigate waveform parameter
recoverability. The average of N individual returns, for any particular specified time-
point on the waveform, is expected to have a Gaussian distribution because of the central
limit theorem. The individual return itself is described by an exponential distribution
whose mean and standard deviation are equal, so the standard deviation of the N-average
return is expected to have a standard deviation equal to the mean divided by Y -, and this
noise modeling is built into the "noise loop" shown in Figure 5. The results of consider-
able experimenting with this simulation for the SEASAT work showed that the waveform fit-
ting program operated with no appreciable biases and appeared tolerant of a reasonable
range of first-guess parameter values. No further details will be presented here as this
is the subject for a future separate report. The important point for this report is that
this sort of simulation program must be produced and exercised for each different radar
altimeter's particular conditions, and that work on waveform processing software is not
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complete until the simulation program has exercised the waveform modeled parameter re-
B,
	
covery programs.
START
Set: NR = f individual returns to be averaged; number of waveform parameters
to be fitted for; range of waveform samplers to use in fits; NWF -
number of noise waveforms to select; other initial conditions; and
the initial, final, and delta values for the problem parameters
such as SWH, pointing angle, and skewness.
I
Select next set of problem parameters such as SWH, C. and
Compute the 63 expected sampler values 1. , i-1 ... 63, for
these problem parameters.	 i
Zero the noise loop summing locations, set NFIT-0.
Do linefit, print recovered waveform parameters for the
zero-noise limit case Ye .
i
d
g
NFIT 4- NFIT+1
W
~ Select a set of random numbers R i , T ....63, with a
d unit mean and standard deviation of XR_ .d 8
WForm the average-of -NR return samples Y i by Y i =Ri Ye ,
J i=1...63.	 i
c
0
= Do linefit, store recovered waveform parameter estimates.
Yes	 NFIT < NWF?
Form mean and standard deviation for each of waveform fit
parameters, and print out these results
Yes
More input problem parameter cases to run?
STOP
Figure 5. Simulation program for assessing waveform parameter recoverability.
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iAPPENDIX A
GENERAL DISCUSSION RELATED TO WAVEFORM FITTING SUBROUTINES
r...-
The following four appendixes in this report provide source listings for various
subroutines in the waveform fitting procedures and for SEASAT-1 data. The main program,
'
	
	 which is not provided here, handles obvious details of data input, averaging, and cali-
bration. There are also some initial set-up details handled in the main program, setting
the number of parameters to be fitted, lower and upper sampling gate limits if fewer than
63 waveform sampler results are to be used, setting the array for the system point-target
response, and so on. The main program also sets the values of array SYS which carries the
sampled system point-target response function s r
 
M, and sets the values of an array GUESS
which carries first parameter guess for each parameter being determined in the iterative
fit within SWHFIT. The array also carries the fixed values of the parameters not being
fitted if fewer than six parameters are being determined.
Table A-1 lists subroutines used in the waveform fitting and indicates where their
source listings are to be found. Table A-2 shows which of the subroutines are called by
	
3
others; obviously subroutine SWHFIT is called from the main program. In the Data General
FORTRAN used, "X" in column one of a source line means the line is to be ignored unless
	 !
the A switch is used in the FORTRAN compile step. Various debug statements in the source
listings, with X in column one, call subroutine RLOUT and CPOUT which are not supplied. i
RLOUT and CPOUT are trivial array formatting and printout routines for real arrays and
	
	
1
i
complex arrays respectively.
The calling list for SWHFIT includes the 63 waveform sampler corrected data averages
in YIN(63), and sampling gate numbers NLO and NUP. Data for gates from NLO to NUP will be
fitted, and normally NLO-1 and NUP=63. The calling list array WTY(63) carries relative 	 a
weighting factors and, for the generally-used uniform data weighting all the elements of
WTY are set to unity. Notice the array STPRM(7) which is set to the step sizes to be 	 t
taken in producing the parameter derivative estimates by FILLD. Actually the first,
fourth, and seventh values of STPRM have no meaning since the amplitude (first) and base-
line (fourth) derivatives are found without making a step-change in parameters one and
	
	 j
I
four, and the seventh value of STPRM was intended for the kurtosis which has not (to date)
been written into the function in GTSEA. Notice also in the SWHFIT comments the descrip-
tion of JORDR(7), an integer array determining the order in which the parameters are to be
found.
Part of the data communication in these subroutines is by calling lists and part by
named COMMON areas. Table A-3 lists the contents of named COMMON area SSM4N, and Table
A-4 I ists the contents of named COITION area SYSTM. Two additional named common areas CON
and CON1 are used within the FFT package only.
The individual subroutines have a number of additional comments provided in their
source listings. It is hoped that these comments, the Tables A-1 through A-4, the remarks
above, and the the main body of this report should provide the reader an adequate ac-
quaintance with the Wallops waveform modeled parameter recovery procedures.
TABLE A-1. SUBROUTINES USED IN WAVEFORM MODELED PARAMETER RECOVERY PROGRAMS FOR SEASAT-1 DATA
	 -
Routine Name Where Provided
	 Purpose and Descriptive Remarks
SWHFIT Appendix 6
	 Function subroutine to fit up-to-6-parameter model waveform to
corrected averaged waveform sampler data supplied by main calling
program.
SYMINV Appendix 8
	 Symmetric matrix inversion subroutine used by SWHFIT.
FILLY Appendix C
	 For given parameter set. generates model waveform at the 63 waveform
sampler locations.	 Waveform is generated through FFT-numerical
convolution of three separate terms.
FILLD Appendix C
	 Uses FILLY, changes each parameter by specified step to form estimates
of derivatives of model waveform with respect to each of the waveform
fit parameters.
GTFSR Appendix D	 Produces flat-sea impulse response function. one of the terms con-
volved in FILLV.
GTSEA Appendix 0
	 Produces radar-observed surface elevation p.d.f.. one of the terms
convolved in FILLV.
FFA Appendix E
	 Does Fourier transforms in radix 2-4-8 FFT package used.
FFS Appendix E
	 Does inverse Fourier transforms in radix 2-4-8 FFT package used.
ORDI. ORD2, Not Provided
	 Additional subroutines in radix 2-4-8 FFT package not provided in
R2TR. R4SYN, this report but available from Reference (25] or as described in the
R4TR. R8SYN. comments in FFA and FFS in Appendix E.
R8TR
RLOUT, CPOUT Not provided
	 Routines for printing out real and complex arrays. respectively. and
used for debugging only.
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TABLE A-3. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES IN NAMED COMMON AREA /SSM4N/
Variable	 Descriptionpti
A(7)	 The seven final values of the up-to-seven parameters fitted to
input waveform data. NA - number fitted. (The seventh is kurtosis,
not yet written into GTSEA, so A(7) - 0 always.)
AEDIT(2,7)	 Provides for possible lower, upper edit limits for the A(7).
CALM	 "Calm-Sea Constant" or effective 1-a point-target response width
used in finding SWH with "analytical" fitting. When numerical
convolution (via FFT) is used, main program should set CALM - 0.
CNSTR(7)	 Constraints on the fitted A(7) which in effect limit possible
size of parameter changes in the fitting iterations. CNSTR
values are set by a priori information, once, at start of main
program.
CORRL(21)	 Provides information on correlation of fitted parameters -
probably of doubtful use in this non-1a' zr problem.
GUESS(7)	 Carries first-guess for waveform parameters to start iterative
fit procedure, and carries fixed values for parameters not being
fitted.
ITER	 Indicates f iterations needed to fit data upon return from SWHFIT.
NA	 Number of the A(1) being fitted, with maximum NA - 7 (if kurtosis
is added, for example - current maximum NA is 6).
JORDR(7)	 Set by main program, indicates order of parameters being fitted,
and provides ability to fit different parameter combinations
without rewriting source code.
SERSQ	 Sum of squares of fit residuals, upon return from SWHFIT.
T(.63)
	 Carries the 63 independent parameter (sampler time) values. In
SEASAT, T(1) - -92.1875 and T(63) - 92.1875.
XCNST(7)	 Provided for transporting different constants, but not used for
anything significant at this time.
M
A4
TABLE A-4. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES IN NAMED COMMON AREA /SYSTM/
Variable_
	 Description
NSYS
	 Value of index I after which all SYS(I) are zero.
NSCTR	 Center-of-response index, the index within SYS to which is
attached the time zero label.
SYS(514)	 Contains the sampled point-target response in the elements
SYS 1) through SYS(NSYS), with all remaining elements through
SYS 514) zero before the first call to FILLV. After that, SYS
contains the 5 =
-po nt FFT transform of the input sr (t) and
must not be changed.
SYSID(21)	 A comment line carrying information on how SYS was determined.
SYSID is only of interest to the main program.
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APPENDIX B.
SOURCE LISTINGS FOR SUBROUTINES SWHFIT AND SYI'IINV
GO. II C DRO: HAY h_:Sl.}iFIT3.FR	 REVISED 16130180, APPROX.	 1315 HRS
Jf:^2 C
0)'3:1 C G. S.HAYNE	 b: C/DAS	 09/25/80
O.J:JC C
Bf_YJ y C SUDROUTINE SWHFIT3 1S EXACTLY SANE AS S%MFIT2 EXCEPT THAT
M.1t; C A 14EW MILMON 1P.EA /S'YSTP3 HAS CEEN ADDFD ADD THE C X14UNICATION
0^97 C WITH F'ILLV L FIELD CHANGED SLIGHTLY.	 THIS IS SO THAT THE
r:'33 C ':VSTEM POINT-TARGET RES PONSE DATA FkC11 FILLV 1S AVAILA3LE
G.';; C BACK AT THE MAIN CALLING PROGR.u`9.
fm fl C
0.711 C S?TALL CHANGE Oil 101' 3ZISO CHANGED WHAT HAPPENED FOR A(?)
OL-12 C N:-:AR ZERO.
77 13 C
GS14 C CEANGE ON 07/16/EO ADDED AP,CU`1ENT IXDJG TO P,OUTINE CALLING
00ii C LIST; A VALUE OF 1 FCR IXDBG SIGNALS PRINTOUT OF EACH
,0:;16 C INDIVIDUAL ITEkATION IN THE FIT.
0,'; 17 C
0019 C THIS VERSION FOR THE 512-POINT TRANSFORM, AND COP'i`XNJ AZEA
09!9 C SSM4N.
L0-11 C
0521 C TrllS IS P.EVISION OF S%4'HSSN (PEV.07/27/79) NO'W INV42PCRHTING
fill 2 C iFT-CONVOLUTION METHOD OF GENERATING SEASAT-1 FUI:CfIAN VALUES
0023 C ArJJ DERIVATIVES.	 THE SUDROUTINES NEEDED BY SW'H!'1T INCLUDE:
0324 C FILLV3,FILLD3,FAST,FSST,FRITR,FR4TR,FP.4S+'N,FORD1,
E025 C FORD2,GTSEA2,GTFSR2, AND SYMINV.
G:.2G C K-0 d NP ARE ;10'.1 IN CALLING LIST OF SkMFIT;	 Ti_SE DFFIr'
0027 C L(Y4ZR AND THE UPPER LIMITS YO THE r.LIMER OF POINTS BEING
ron C FITTED.	 IT	 IS REOU?FLED THAT NLO.GF.1, NUP.LE.63. KM THAT
05L3 C P'.A. LT. (F;'JP-NLO).
0030• C
03:i C
W932 C AS IN S0^3SJ, THE I'TTEGER AMAY	 )CiZDR(7) DESCRIBES THE ODDER
0033 C IN 144!CH PAR:,METERS A.?E TO BE FIT1E0. THE FIRST NA MA.LE.7)
CG:,4 C ELEMENTS OF JO-<DR(.) ARE TO BE INDIVIDUAL	 (AND DIFFERIENT) VALUES
0,035 L OF J.	 W.tEPE J '(AS T.I;C FCLLO'.J(NG MEA':ING:
0036 C J =	 1	 DES!CNATES Art?LIIUDE
0337 C 2	 TIC 7- ORIGIN
0:38 C 3	 k!5E TINE
0J39 C 4	 EA^ELL'1E
ft; 49 C 5	 SKEWN CS:i
E'J4! C 6	 OFF-NADiR ANGLE
0.7+? C 7	 KU,ZTOSIS.
01313 C
ll:.: -1 4 C
0'345 C
L	 -1 C A 7-PAP;4r7TE]P NON-LINEAR LEAST-!'('L1/1PFS FIFTINS I'Ui.CTICJ SUB-
f•9 .17 C P.OUTIriE S. 7 EC!ALIZEO TO CASE OF SEASAT SIG:IIF!CA'r'T WAVEHE!GHT
C.: :3 C C1:T_R11I1.ATIC'J.	 SU©ROUiI, !E S%,:IFIT INCLUDES POSS I MLITY OF UNEOVAL
0L13 C WEIGHTS FZA THE 63 INPUT 51m DA A FD - NTS. WEIGHTING BY INVt:.;.E
['j0 C 0;- VAPIMCE ESTIMATES, FM EXAM,?LE, PRGOUCES IN EFFECT A
w_'j1 C K-Y.1NU?1-L:KE'_IH7JD FIT. 	 THE	 IrlDiCe1 rM	 IEA	 IS	 1 CAI TFiE RETURN'
0.3j2 C FROM A SUCCESSFUL FIT; OTHEPWSE 1EP CA'1 INDIC.':iL THE TYPE OF
01:53 C Ek.'^CR A'	 I1:01CATED IN COl'?A NTS BCLC".
l:1i : C
OF.'15 C THERE'S ALSO PROVlaION FOR CA-CULAT*_f'; C0.11t:LA'.!ON COEI'FICIENTS,
Ld35 C A."a) ABILITY TO ADJ A PRIOr.1	 FI1	 C0'l:iiRAiNT3, RE!SOLTINI FAG,'
DO 17 C CO;'VERSATJCNS u:TFI 0I 1_ 1- WOE; OF 1• A-CI,	 IrIC.
1	 1 c
r!:''39 C
0. 53 C
	
SUSPOUTINE SkrIFIT USES SY`NETRIC MATRIX INVERSIUN ROUTINE SNMFN'V
0051 C	 TO INVERT SYM>;ETRIC M4TRI:( XMA7 iM PR0BLEM. FU%CtIOTJAL FORM TO
C'JC7 C	 6E FIITEU IS SUPPLILD BY £UJ^:7UTJNE FILLV AND T ► IC F:[E.^tD
(::163 C	 DERIVATIVES BY SUOROUTINE FILLD.
11.16. C
6'465
	 FUNCTION j"AI IT(NLO,t.UP,VIN,VTV,IXDBG,IER)
0756	 CO`)PILER STATIC
C)57 C
0i, 53	 REAL STPP.M(7)/1.0. 0.25, .20, 1.0, 0.03, 0.05, O.C./
0749 C
DIMENSION VIN(63).VTY(63).XMAT(7,7),BCOLM(7).P'lECI(7),
0971	 1 WT(63),PSVM(7),OSYM(7),MSYM(7),Ct4STI(7),A'<EEP(7).)(K.EEP(7,7),
C072	 2 VAL(63i,C°.V(63,7)
00'3 C
0074 C
0:115	 C,..' J(1N /SVSTM/ S.'YS(5I4),NSYS,NSCTR
c;g 16 C
GE77	 C,01" N /S£t0.4;J/ A(7),XCNST(7),T(63),NA,ITER,SERSO,CALM,CORRL(21),
UJIC	 1 GUc.SS(7),CNSTR(7),JCRDR(7),AEDIT(2,7)
637-1 C
07910 X	 WRITE FREE (12) '<15) AT St:iFIT3 il!PUT, KTY VALUES IRE:'
()3J? X	 CALL RLOUT(12,11TY,63)
!0:0.'2	 C
G033 C... SET INITIAL VALUES, LIMITS
O7"." C
0'735 C
0.36	 IF (NLO.LT .1) NLO=1
EUJ7	 IF (NUF.GT.63) NUP"63
J J: 8 C
E'J9i0 C
.709i
	 EP.L?M=0.031
0 1332	 LIMIT=; 13
0_^ y 9	 ITER70
0314	 SUHFIT=-31.88.
GOT5	 1EK=-I-O
CSIo	 WTI'0.
C 7 9 7
	 SCM IN=1.E 6
0.393	 SEkSO=SCM:N
C799 C
6100 C..... ('1SED TO kEMOVE BIAS_S HERE.) NOW CHECK THAT IN?UT VALUES APE
0I 1J1 C... 1111HIN 6.LLC.ED L?.""ITS (RETURN UITH NO FJ'THZP SIJH lt`.2K IF
0...2 C... NOT WITHIN L:MITS), A':D SUM INPUT NEIGHT:YC FACTORS FUR
Uiu3 C... NORMALIZATION.
G!	 C
C1J5
	 DO 5 I=yLO,'IJP
0116	 WTI =WTI • ' .TV (I
DIX	 YI =YIN (I)
6:00	 IF ((VI.LT .-25.).OR.(YI.GT .!i00.)) PETUAr.
'-.
	 CONTINUE
U)16 C
0111	 DJ 10 I-fJLO,fJUP
:1112	 17	 WT(I)=WTY(I)1^71
^1 1 9 C
0111 C
fit 15 C
61 i6 C... S:T ItJIT1.'.L FIT P:.P.AMETE4 ESTift>TES. SET ALL TEFInS FROM GVESS(7)
!1! ! 7 C.. W41CH IS AM'i'iED TO SET VALUES N 0 T Buni FITTED AS k'EL L AS
,a C.. THE. II . ITIAL GUESSES FC' T ► i'X-E t)'ciNG Fi i ffD.
i
B2	 ORIMAL PAGF IF
nF PWR OUA1.1TY
G1 i9 C
UI !0
	 DU 9 I=1 .7
OM	 9	 AO)=GUESS(I)
0122 C
Ga23 C--- AT THIS POINT IN PROGRAM. SET '.HE INVERSE-W!IAiCE CGNS7RAINTS
0124 C-- TO DE ADDED TO 1HC ON-DIASa"L TEWIS KLU'.( AT "DO 52" SiAI•:^;cNT.
012 y C-- PUT IFSi TO AVOID AN INPUT STA1 W70 DEVI A rIC;J ES11MAiE LESS TH.III
0126 C-- IS N' 0.033
01:' 7 C
1312:;	 1 J).=0
C:29	 UO 12 IIrl,N>
6130	 I = JCRDR(II)
!'131	 IF (I.EO.6) IJK=II
131::[ r... CHECKS WHETHER POINTING MCLE 1S ONE OF PARAMETERS 3"IF.G FITTED.
0133 C.. SINCE THERE P',AV BE CORRECTION SUi;SEOQENILY TO AVUIO A F:E:.A11VE 4"GLE.
0134	 VIcCNSTR(I)•"2
0135	 IF (YI.LT.0.001) VI=0.091
Ol:fo	 CNSTI ( I)=1./VI
(:137	 12	 A!, EEPtl)=A(I)
013 ^. C
0139 C
GI :3 C
0141 C--- FILLV GLTS ThE 63 SA.MPLEU VALU 7.S MOM THE FFT-COf.VGLUTIOr)
C142 C--- PRO.:R :41. THZSE APF IN OSCEki)ING OMER IN 11W E PENDEPif VARIABLE.
1J.1 : : C
0144	 G	 CALL FILLV(VAL)
r1 15	 LOLD-O.
01-1 5
	
ILR=1
C! A ?	 DO 13 IzNLO.NUP
C1 1 3	 Yi-Y!N(I)-VAL(I)
01 .19	 13	 EOLD=EOLD • VI•VI.WT(I)
0:59 C
0151 C
0152 X	 IA iTE FP. EE (12) ' ( 15> IN SVP.*FIT. THE VIM VALUES ARE
Vlbi X	 CALL P.:OUT 02,YIN,63)
L.S : X	 V; ITE FPCE ( 12) '05, AND FIRST -CALL VAL FROM FILL 1v ARE
D ; F15 X	 CALL RLOUTt12,VAL.63)
iil:•G	 C
L1L0	 S:'"1N&EOLC
1'155 c
l l r+')	 C
(.9
	 CO TO 11
0151 C
0162	 WRITE FR-E (ii: '(15) SVHFIT; NA = '.NA.' ITERATICT. R SULTS AI:E-
"' 1 0; 3 	 I:RITE (12.!4) 1TE7.EC'LD.A
010:	 14	 FORMAT(' ITER L '.13,', SERSj • ',G',1.6.	 A(.) •	 ,(' '.7FII.5))
G1i 5 C
0,,66 C... STATLi-1ENT :I I,S RETURN F'UINT FOR NEXT 1TE.2.'.TMU IN i .TTING
0:67 C
0!. 64'	 11	 CUNT:I:UE
u159 C
0:70 C... ZERO UPPER PAJRT, SYP"ETRIC M:,TR!X
0171 C
L•'17:	 DD 20 IeI.NA
0173
	 OJ l4 J"l.l
8174	 15	 ):I;AT(J.I) =ii.
e'. 7F1	 a	 EC6LFI%I )&;0.
C: 176	 XFitCTs1.
Gi %i C --- FUTT1t,G A COK'M.T :N FCLL:.VIM.' C. -!D WILL PE`>L`JE EFFECTS (;F
C	 C-- THIS A'( ,rLti? T (2/l7!1B) Al REOoC11. •, 117(: OF FIRST FLV 'Vi?1"
B3
iG:'9 C-- IN PF:,. ^'ET:-P SPACr . . .
0130	 IF ( ITER.LTA) XFRCT =( l.•FLC.>T(ITER))/5.
1 1:1 C
OtJl	 ELItl-EPLIM•XFRCT
019s	 SEPSO.O.
"J!a4 C
01,15 C--- SUJS'OUTINE FILLD SETS UP THE (63,7) DERIVATIVE ARRAY BY MAKINC
016 C--- STEPS IN T,iE VALUES OF THE PAR-J-ICTERS A(7); THE STEP SIZES
7117 C--- TAKEN ARE CARRIED CV STP?M(7). A:!D THE ORDEP OF THE DERIVATIVES
011^; C--- IN Ui2V(b3,7) IS SET BY JCRDR. FILLY DUST HAVL BEEN CALLED BEF(YtE
U109 C--- FIL I_0; THE 14ELD VALUE IN VAL(63) FROM THE CALL TO FILIV IS USED IN
7190 C--- FILLIP:; DPV(63 , 7).	 INCIDENTALLY. 1.U.-:ERICAL CAE ►: IVATIVE IS	 N O T
0!31 C--- DWE IN CASE OF THE AMPLITUDE AND BASELINE, SO THE VALUES SET IN
0192 C--- STP .1(1) A'JD STPRM ( 4) ARE IPRELEVAr.'T.
:l19 , C
0194 C
L?9b C
Di y b	 CALL FILLD(VAL,DRV.STPRM)
()197 C
0190 C--- "UO 30" LOOP FILLS UPPER HALF OF THE SYV..NETRIC rATR!X, ALSO THE
('1l') C-- CO_l?'.': VECTC, . . .
C: J	 DO 30 JP=NLO,NUP
"Ji'	 WTI=WT(JP)
0201	 D ': mVIN <J7)-VAL(JP)
O2 ):^ C
.')!J4 C
02'i4	 PVECT(JA)=DPV(JP,JA)
(3267	 35	 CONTINUE
02:.. C
41:03	 DO 30 I=1.TJA
:J2IG	 YI' PVEC' (I)• ►IT!
0211	 DO 40 J=l,l
C.,12
	
40	 Xi'AT,J . I)=XIMAT ( J.I)-`/I•P VECT(J)
G21J	 3J	 b!v(M(I RCCL11; ( I!W110V
0214 C
0., 11, C
6216 C--- P.'ON A:'D aJ-DIA! C'.'AL CONSTRAINT ELEM- PhTS TO THE SY"rETP. IC MATRIX:
0.17 C-- THESE AP _ FP.:M T;._ A C.:IORI INtOki`1ATtON ON VAR:ATION CKf E -^ TLU IN
u:):, C-- THE r• A:7A •ETEPS (0 bE FITTFD tREF. CaVVERSATION WITH PILL YELLS OF
0 19 C-- UASC'I. A9t ;::T --a 2!/711 ). THE CO '!STRAINT IS THE INVERSE OF THE INPUT
• ::"20 C-- VA,ki ;::.0 ESTI11ATE. MINIMUM AtLCe 'ED VAa:ANCE OF 0.0,31
f)" I C
►;_2Z C
W?3 C
U::24	 CO 652 I•l.(.A
C2 1u	JJaJCRLA ( T )
L> ?6	 52	 >.",AT(I,I) @ X?OAi ( I,I)•CNST!(JJ)
Lie' C
W23 C--- C4'_ t Cr.RE THE S!.ViETRIC MATRIA INVERSICK RJCTINE FIrO;i J. MCMILLM
0.':3 C
r: ► :L C
(1.31 CX	 ►-ZiTE FkEE ( 1.2) 'E:FOK E MATRIX INVERS10 :4, INPUT rlAT IY
02)? C;:	 DO 774 !•I,F:A
(J=.3	 CX 7'9	 '...., ITC (:2.7:7) (XMATtJ,I). Jal,t)
ril.^ J5 	 CALL SY:4:P4V(X.NAT . P.A.I FAIL .7.l•SVC4.C"Y,ll,.ilsr-1)
A?'u CA	 IF (IFA:L . N'c.0) kQl ' C FRE: (12) 'tJ1ik1): INVE^SIC ;% FAILED	 .'
#;? ,7 CX	 ►"•I E VREE (1.') ' AFTER	 IN!W',*lG'J, OVT O U'i PL:It'.IX
'	 C/.	 C' 731 :"I .Ns
I	 B4
0239 --X 70 1 111ME
	 (12,7°J)	 (XMAT(J,I),	 J=1,I)
C! • 'J c
0241 CY WRITE
	 FP.,:C	 (12)	 'SV;llt.V	 IFAIL	 SHO_^:C	 3;	 IT	 1S	 ',IFAIL
D..4Z C
0213 :F	 (IFAIL.NE.0) GO TO 1000
0244 C
G2^5 C
D(' G6	 I=1,NA
024? :I=JO?D?(I)
0233 A(-	 h =ij.
0'49 f .	 2	 J-I,NA
J^» J.LT.I) CO TO 60
0751 A,-LM=`C'.	 +XMAT(I,J)"BCCLM(J)
0252 GO TO tit
0253 69 ACL.1= 1CL(1+XMAT W, I )"BCOLM(J)
0254 62 CONTINUE
0235 C
0250 IF	 (JI.NE.6) GC TO 64
0251 C
6253 C... THE II=6 PAPAMETER 'S POINTING ANGLE; FOLLOWING TREATMENT IS AD
0259 C.. HOC AND SPcCIFIC TO SEASAT-1 CASE (07/25/60).
0256	 IF (ABS(A(6)).LT.O.025) ACLM=ACLM/5.
0Z ,1
	 A(o) = A(6) + XFRCT'ACLM
.02G2	 IF ( (A(C).LT.-4.).0R.(A(6).GT.4.) ) A(G) = A(6)/10.
u263	 GO TO 65
0264 C
r2o^	 64	 A(II)	 A(II) + XFRCT'*ACLM
026; L
?257 C
G2 i3	 55	 CO?:TIlJUE
r,zz .S C
3270 C--- PU- -OLI.CWING STEP IN TG AVOID NEGATIVE RISETIKE.
9211 C
3212	 IF (A(3 1 .LT.1.E-06) A(3) = 1.E-06
0273 C
!,273	 70	 CALL FILLV(VA! )
3275 C--- PECALCULATE VALUES OF THE SAMPLED WAVEFORH FU`JCTION FOR THE NLW,
8276 C--- ',?DATED ESTI?'b\-ES OF THE PAR.kMETERS A(7).
$271	 SEPSO=O.
0278	 DO 175 I=NLG.NUP
0279	 VI=VI,I(I) - 3AL(I)
323;	 175
	 SE''. SO= S=?SO+Vi • VI *WT (I)
r12SI	 ITEP=iTC^-1
0232 C
0:33 C
:1284	 IF (IXDJG.E'C.1) WRITE (12,13) ITE2,:;hSO,A
62:,5 C
G236 C
C237 C..... CHECK THAT WE KEEP COEFFICIENTS PRODUCING MINIMUM, SUM ERR^RS"'2
F2iE	 IF (SERSO.GE.SCMlN) GO TO 135
02P9	 C`3 1°6 I=l,ttA
699.1	 DO 179 J=1.1
0291	 179	 XKEEP(J,I)=XI'.AT(J,I)
0292	 II=JCRDR(I)
0293	 lc")	 AKECz,(II)=A(II)
0294	 S^MIN=S:kSO
0295	 135	 COATINJ:
9296 C
G2S ; 7 C
h • 11 , 	 C
B5	 II
e02S) C.... TES:- ; AVOID TCYiNG FCP, ABSURDLY SMALL R17S!DUALS A30UT FIT . . .
030J	 IF (SERS3.LT.4.4E-(Lt)) GU 10 3CCO
Y
	 001 C
03G2	 IF (ITEF..(:E.LIPIII) GO TO 2011
C1J3	 IF (SLRSO.GT .EOLD) GO 10 5E-00
03x•1 C
0305	 IF ( ((E0LD-SrkSQ)/E0LD).LE.ELIM ) GO TO 3GE0
03'75	 190	 EJLD=SEPSO
03;1 7	 GO TO 11
1)303 C
W I-1 9 C
O310 C--- FOR THE SEASAT WAVEFORM CASE, CHECK IF ERRCRS" 1 2 INCREASED; DON'T
0311 C--- MAKE ERRuW EXIT IF (FRACTIONAL) INCREASE IS LEST; THAN 10 TIMES
0312 C-- LIMIT. ALSO CHECK ABS. MAGIJIiUDE OF SERSO; VALUE LESS TKAY .0099
0313 C-- IS A INDIVIDUAL S,H GATE STANDAP0 DEVIATION OF ABOUT 0.015 M.
0314 C-- NHICH WE ASSUME TO BE AN ADEO(IATE L04ER LIMIT TO THE SEASAT
0315 C-- SITUATION WHEN USING ONLY LASE 45 GATES.
031,;	 50eO	 IF lSERSQ.LE.O.0099) GO TO 3000
0317	 IF (ABS((SERS(I-EOLD!/EOLD).LE.10.`ERLIM) GO TO 193
0318 C
0319	 IER=-1
0320 C- --SU.I F:2RCRS" • 2 INCREASED
0321 C
0322	 GO TO 2500
0323 C
U324 C
0325	 1IIF10	 IER--2
0325 C--- .IATPeX INVERSION FAILURE (SiNGJLAR M'.ATRIX . . . )
0307 C
0223	 GO TO 25C:O
0.1 .9	 2602	 IER=-3
0330 C--- ITERATICNJ COUNT EXCEEDED
0031 C
J332 C
0333 C
033 .1C... IF ITER .GT. 2, FIGURE THAT SOME SORT OF SOLUTION EXISTS, SO SET
03:5 C.. IER = 1 AAD RETRIEVE ThE MINIMI'il 'VALUE - PRCDUCING SET OF A(.) AND THE
03:6 C.. RESU I-TING X.`AT(...) VALUES IF NECESSARY .
0::J7	 25&Z	 IF (ITER.LE.2) GO 10 4539
O ;'J
	 IER=1
0;39	 tSZR5Q.LT.SC-MIN) GO TO 3000
L1J-+'J	 DO 2510 ILI.NA
Gi-1
	 DO 2305 J=i,:
3332	 25&5	 xmAr iJ,I)=XKE=_P(J,I)
0343	 II=JORCP.(I?
OJ}	 2510	 A(II)=ALEE°(Ii)
0315	 SERSC=SG•JP.'
03 :b C
93;7 C
03 le C
0314 9	 3070	 CGVTIIJUE
fJ^`.0 C
6351 C--- USE VALUES FRGM XMA- (AT LAST ITERATION d AFTER 1NVEFSIC.N) TO
3352 C-- FIND COCRELATIONS I.HICH IIILL THEN BE SET INYO ARRAY COkl',L(21) IN
U3:i3 C-- CRDFR : 2 1
	
3.1 3.2
	
4,1 4.2 4,3, ETC.	 . NOTE THAT FIRST THE
0354 C--	 k--VTS OF DIAGONAL LLEMCNT5 WILL BE TAKEN, F02 COIIVENILNCE.
11355 C--	 ALSO NOME THAT ORDER IN THIS CORRLLATIOV ARRAY I5 IN TERMS OF
035E C-- THE (. DER II. WHICH THL PA.' N.ETLPS WERE F?TIED, NOT THi- G?uER IN
0357 C-- '.lilC.i TKEV ARE IN A(.)
6,.;1	 C
B6
6
r
1
DU 3001 I=1,NA
3C'01
	 C;CK.f(L (I)=7.
r
IJ=0
UO 3005 J=2,NA
Jill= J- I
DO 30105 I = 1 , JM
IJ=IJ+1
CORRL(IJ)=XIt4i(I.J)/(XMAT(I,I)"XM,AT(J,J))
3073	 CONTINUE
C
C
C--- 3310 REACHED 4/HEN LINEFIT CONVERGED, PRODUCED PARt.METER ESTIMATES.
3010	 CONTINUE
C
C... CHECK LINEFIT P,,RAMETERS AGAINST EDIT LIMITS, SIGNAL BY IER.GT .1
C
DO 3012 II=1,NA
I = JOP.DR (I I )
YI=A(I)
3012	 IF ( (YI.LT.AEDIT(I.I)).OR (YI.GT .AEDIT(?.,I)) ) GO TO 4003
GO TO 45010
C
4('30
	
I ER =1 + I
C
C--- COM= UTE SaH ESTI;"..ATE. WITH POSSIBILITY OF NEGATIVE SWH . . .
4503	 DIFQ=Ai3)•'2-CALM'CALM
S1.'H 7 IY=3. 6'SIWI(SQRT(ABS(DIFQ)).DIFQ)
C
RETURN
END
n::, 9
011,30
0311
U3b^
L'io3
0j63
0365
0356
'357
03i'S
0369
03C
C-371
0372
03373
0374
0315
0376
0377
0378
0379
0390
E;3 °1
0332
033:1
0341.:
0J9a
0336
03;7
0333
0339
O0.)1	 SUBROUTINE SN'MINV (A,N,IFAIL,N20a,P,O,M)
rC.)2 C. . . PRO;RiV', !:D BY: JIM MC : IILLAN - %MSC - REVISED 03/08/78
EE.^3 C... PURPOSE:
	
)0 CUMPUTE THE INVERSE OF A SV0t1ET; ( IC MATRIX
r,; 31	 DIP:FNSICV A(INRO.).1).P(1),Q(1),;,;(1i
Di75
	 IFAIL = 3
05.:6	 DO 1 I=1,N
0137	 1 MU = 1
00.31; C...B_CIN CALCULATION.
0939	 DJ 14 I = 1,N
CDIO C...SE^RCH FO^ PIVOT.
0011	 BIG = 0.0
C'J12	 DO 4 J=1.N
^713	 TESF = AGS(A(J,J))
oc;14	 IF (TEST-BIG) 4,4,2
bw15	 2 IF (M(J)) 15.4,3
0016	 3 BIG = TEST
wFj 17
	 Y. = J
09.9	 4 CONTINUE
0019 C...PR UARATICN FOR -LIMINATION STEP NO. 1.
b0_0	 N(K) = U
0321
	 Q^K) = 1.0 / A(K,K)
DO''2	 ?(K) = 1.0
M23	 A(K,,K) _ 13.0
LJ.'.•1	 KF1 = K + 1
L;W5	 KM! = K - 1
M,175	 i F (':MI) 15.8 , 5
0027	 5 DO 7 J=1,KM1
P!D'3	 ^(J) = A(J,K)
00,2.4	 Q.J) = A(J,K) " Q(K)
§103.;
	 I- M,(J)) 15,7,6
U10ji	 6 G ( J) _ -Q(J)
G0_'2
	 7 ACJ,K) = 0.0
Cf:33
	 8 IF (K.-N) 9,13,15
Doi-;	 a U:1 12 J=KP1.N
0335	 P(J) = A(K,J)
00'14	 I.' (N(J)) I5.i0.II
11 O(J) _ -A(K,J) . Q(K)
Ls i9	 1^ A(K,J) = 0.0
W. "> C ... ELLMIMATI(:?1 FROPEP.
C:.	 13 CI O 1:
L^4<	 CIO 1 .1 K=J.N
0343	 14 A(J,K) = A(J,K) * P(J)00(K)
roo . 141 	P,_"FURN
0645 C ... ERROR EXIT.
00$5	 15 IFAIL = 1
1:7 i7
	 RZTURN
13	 E;.^
B8
APPENDIX C.
SOURCE LISTINGS FOR SUBROUTINES FILLV AND FILLD
Opal C	 D;'J:GHAVslZ:FiLLV3.FR	 REVISED 30/15/89. APPROX. 1320 HOURS
0702 C
0303 C	 G.S.HAN'NE	 WFC/DAS	 09/17/89
OGJ3 C
Mrs,) C
k7C.i5 C
0007 C	 THIS VERSION USES THE RADIX 8-4-2 FFT ROUTINES; THE VERSION
07J8 C	 IN FILE FILLVZ.FR USES THE RADIX 4-2 ROUTINES. FILLV3 USES
E:709 C	 THE VALUES OF SYS(514) WHICH ARE PASSED BY A NEW LABELLED
CJ019 C	 CO`M0N ARRAY /SYSTr1/
GFi 11 C
!i912 C	 SUBROUTINE EVALUATi=S SEASAT-1 WA VEFORMS USING FFT TECHNICUES TO
0013 C	 PERFORM CONVOLUTION OF : 1) SYSTEM POINT-TARGET RESP,.)NSE,
0.114 C	 2) SEA-SURFACE ELEVATION DISTRIBUTION, AND 3) FLAT-SEA RESPONSE.
L-6I5 C	 THIS ROUTINE IS SET UP FO? A 512-POINT TRANSFCRM, A,'VD USCS FFT
0516 C	 SU:bROUTINES FFA & FFS TOSETHER WITH REOUIRED SUBROUTINES FOR
0617 C	 FFA AND FFS (THESE ARE R27R,k4TR,R8TR.R4SYN,R8SYN,
G?18 C	 O:D1, AVO ORD2).
0017 C	 ALSO USES SUBROUTINES GTSYS, GTSEA2, A I) GTFSP.2 (X 1D CFOUT &
0:120 C	 RLOUT ON A /X COMPILE SWITC:H).
Ci21  C
0322	 SUBROUTINE FILLV(VAL)
CC23	 CO. s?ILER STATIC
G.'124i C
0025	 INTEGER I1ST/O/,NNP/512/,NP2/514/,NC2/257/
C.`32C C
0027 X	 INTEGER. JDAT.E(3),JTIi.E(3)
C7?i C
0.x25 C
1:33'3	 REAL VAL(63).S:A(514),FSR(514),RCS(514)
CG31	 COMPLEX CTSVS(2E'',CTSEA(257),CTFSR(257),CTRES(257),CPHAS
GLO32	 EGL'i`:ALENCE (S`	 ').CTS1'S(1)),(SEA(1).CTSEA(1)),(FSR(1),CTFSR(1)).
0033	 1	 (RE S( I),CTFES(I)),(A(I),APL?LI).(A(2),TIiV),(A(3),SICMm),
0034	 2	 (A(4),B.3L-TW),(A(5),XLrODA),(A(6),XIDEG),(A(7),XKURT)
Ell.YJ5 C
O:JaG	 Ca'., N /SSM4N/ A(7),XCNST(7),T(63), NA, I TER, SEP.SO, CALM. CORRL(21),
0Ji7	 I GUESS('l).CNS-rt7),J^cDR(7),AEDIT(2,7)
0^3S C
0339	 CCtMON /SiSTr"/ SYS(514),NSV'',NSCTR
fD.D C
Cl: I C... NSYS-:* VALUES AT THE POINT AFTER W41CH THE REST OF THE 514
UJO? C... S`'Q(.) VALUES -7 -"JAL ZERO, AND NSCTR=IkOEX OF PEAK OF THE
0943 C... POINT-TATGZT R=S?CI^SE.
LbJ43 C
07-:5 C...	 W	 A	 R	 `:	 I	 N	 G	 1	 I	 I
G{i45 C... SYS(.) CC'ITA=',S THE TRAI,SFO=.M AFTER, THE FIRST CALL TO FILLV3, SO
CJ4' C... D^ N 0 T 	 C^Jv:ZE SYS(.) IN THE EXTERNAL PROGRAM.
0 ,343 C... ALSO, IF TrE IN?CRM,;TION IS TO BE PRINTED OJT, DO TH?S BEFORE
C^539 C... THE FIRST F_LLV3 CALL
E35ri C
C'3 i 1 L
6:152 C---- 14.P IS ; POI`{T$ IN TP.AASFNM ( MUST BE PO'.IEF. OF 2) , NP2 IS 2 P-DRE
Co')3 C	 TH.=!': NN O , A'10 r:C2 13 a COMPLEX TRANS CZi VALUES WHICH 1!ILL RESULT
G5i4 C	 FRCM THIS.
0555 C
6.31_6 X	 CALL DATE(JDATE,I)
I Jl X.
	
IDATE(3) = .:DATE(3) - 1903
>>o X	 CALL TIME(JiINE,I)
{
i
1
i
FK	 C2
M
PO39 X WRITE
	
(12,133) JTINE,JDATE
C:50 X 133	 FOttMAT('	 FILLV3 DEBOG AT	 '.I2,2(':'.I2), 	 ON	 '.I2,2('/'.I2))
0u51 C
C062 IF	 (I1ST.NC.0) CO TO 250
0963 I1ST=1
0V64 SMSYS=O.
JO55 DO 150 I = 1 , NS5'S
0066 150 SPiSVS =	 SeiSYS •	 SYS ( I)
O9S7 J = NsYS + I
'3VS.1 DO 155	 I=J,514
0069 155	 SYS(I)	 = 0.
C070 C
• 0371 C..... IF DESIRED, CAN REPLACE THE BUILT-IN SAMPLED SYSTEM RESPONSE
0072 C FUNCTION HERE BY ANO—oHER ROUTINE GTSY° BY EXECUTING
0973 C THE FOLLOWING STATEM"=NT 	 (I.E., REMO%E "C"	 IN COL.1).
0074 C CALL 1+SYS(NNP.SVS.SMSVS)
0075 C
GO?6 C--- NO`.J DO THE TRANSFORM OF SYSTEM IMPULSE RESPONSE
CO77 X Wi:ITE FREE	 (12)	 '<15>	 INPUT REAL SVS(.)
6018 X WRITE FREE	 (12)	 '	 SMSYS =	 ',SMSYS
0079 X CALL RLOUT(12,SYi.N1JP)
0030 CALL FFAtSYS.NN P)
EO3i X WRITE FREE (12)	 '<15> COMPLEX,
	
TRi1 NSFO'2MSD SYS(.):'
0342 X CALL CiR0UT(12.SVS.NC2)
0333 C
GO,1 4 C------NOV SET UP SEA SUR FACE ELEVATIONd DISTRIBUTION.
G'35 253 CALL GT;,=A(NNP, SEA. S:1SEA)
G_,35 C--- %*U DO TRANSFORM OF SEA SURFACE ELEVATION DISTRIBUTION.
0037 X WRITE FREE	 (12)	 '<15>
	
INPUT REAL	 SEA-SURFACE SEAT.):'
0_1d8 X WRITE FREE (12)	 '	 SMSEA =	 ',SMSEA
0339 X C.-%LL	 RLOUT(12,SE.A,N71P)
O,33ii CALL FFA(4EAJINP)
0.1-- 91 X V.2:TE FREE (12)	 '<15> COMPLEX.	 TRNVSFORME'D SEA(.):'
0OJ2 X CALL CV0UT(12.SEA,NC2)
Cv33 C
V39Z C------- SET UP THE FLAT-SEA RESPONSE FUNCTICII.
0395 CALL GTFS:e(NVP,FSR,S>.FSR)
Ov96 C--- Tr'2.A', 43FCR M THE FLAT - S_^A RLSPDNSE FL INCT ION
0097 X W?ITZ FREE (12)
	 '<15> FLAT-SEA IMPULSE RESPONSE FSR(.):'
C:138 X WRITE i7EE-	(12)	 '	 SrWSR	 =	 ' ,Si`iFSR
0599 X CALL it!0_T(12,FSrRj!\V1)
6_070 CA'.L	 F?AtF3',t:'I°>
01171 >: I-PITE	 1'IEC	 (12)	 '<15> COMPLEX,	 TR4.1 1SFORiMED FSP.(.):'
OIG2 X CALL CPGGT(I"VSR,NC2)
01^,3 C
0104 C------	 Fv,RM VPLITUDE N:71r.A'-I_ZATICN XIORM, THEN SET Lie' P.AASE MULTI-
OICS C PLIER CELTA FACTCR D?AI
	
(XNCTR IS FOR PCSS7BLE LAT'R SHIFT OF
01 136 C ENTIF!E P--SVLT IF DESIRED.	 AS NOW SET,	 FIRST 119 V:.I.UES OF REES(. )
0107 C AJ°F TECJ! S OAP:NV4 THL D`_SI):ED 63 SR.1?LER SET OF SEASAT- 1 At^D
0108 C THE C0.1 - _R	 :S AT IHE 60TH GATE
	 IF Xrl'-I'.2 	 IS 0	 . )
01r19 XF!CTR	 =	 f.
Oi10 ?F!I	 =	 D.
6111 DFHI	 =	 -(	 (XNCTR-23.5 -FLOAT (NSCTR))	 •	 TI0/1.5625)"
0112 1	 6.233' 1 t , 3/FL0t7 (NN'P)
0:13 APIC°.;1 =	 1 . / (SMSYS' SI•:3ErJ
011 . 1 CTRLS(1)	 =	 CMPIri(1j,02,,1,3. )"C-iS`,S(')"CTSEA(I ) • CTFSR%I )
0i15 DO bnO	 I=,"".,NC2
0116 P111 = PAI • DI—HI
01'7 CPHAS =	 CNFLXIAI.C\ N, COS (PHI),,fAC;'! ^"SiN ( FHI)1
C.;6 500 CTN ES(!)	 =	 CP^CS•CTSVCII)`CTS^A(1)"tTFtiR(I)
^1tll;lti Al^
I0119 C
01.^.0 C-------- AP,OVE WAS !, Cav:PLE,( rA I LTIPLICATION !IN TGANSFC'M WIAIN)
0121 C
0122 C--- DO THE INVERSE TRANSFORM TO GET FIN 4L CONVOLUTION RESULT
0123 C
0124 X	 VRITE FP.CE ( 12) '(15) COMPLEX, TRANVORM RESULT RES(. ): '
0125 X
	 W?ITE TREE ( I2) ' ANORM = ' ,A`JORM
0i 26 Y.	 CALL CPOUT(12,R`S,NC2)
0127
	
CALL FFS(RES,NNP)
0128 X
	
WkITE FREE (12) '(15) FINAL REAL RESULT RES(.):'
0129 X
	
CALL RLOUT(12,RES,NtJP)
01.10 C
0131
	
IF (ABS(BSLIN).LE.(AMPLI .O.IE-05)) CO TO 550
0132
	
DO 510 I=1,NNP
0133
	
530 RES(I) = RES(I) • BSL1N
0134
	
550 CONTINUE
0'135 C
0136 C
0137 C
	
TRANSFER DATA TO FINAL OUTPUT ARRAY VAL(G3) AND WRITE OJT.
0138 C
0139
	
DO 610 I=1,29
01 2!J
	
J=I•I
0141
	
VAL(I+34)=RES(J•61)
0142
	
610
	
VAL(I)=RES(J-1)
614: C
0141
	
GO G20 I=30,34
0145
	
620
	
VAL(I)=RES(I.28)
0:,,"5 C
0147
	
J=G3
F31 99 C
0119 C--- NOW RETURN TO CALLING FRCGR.'kM
0i50 C
0151
	
RCTURN
0,52
	
END
C3
F.I
0071 C DPO:GliAVNE:FILLD3.FR	 REVISED C9/25/00, APPROX. 0930 HOURS
t
CL:3 C G.S.HAYNE
	
VFC/DAS	 09/25/20
ff"J4 C
Oc'^5 C FILLD3 IS EXACTLY SAME AS Fi 1_LD2 EXCEPT FOR THE ADDITION
GO-76 C OF A.NOTHER LABELLED CO` v*N ARCA /SVSTM/.	 THIS COt'i:ION IS
Cud? C F02 COP."10NICATIO`l OF INITIAL SYSTEM POINT-TARGET RESp(.!J5E
8':78 C FU;:CTION VALUES BETW?EN FILLV (FILE FILLV3) AND THE KQN,
0009 C CALLING PROGRA^t;	 PHIS WAS N_CESSARV FOR SSFIT3 AVO SIMILAR
0010 C P'OGRAMS...	 GSH	 09/25/80
L1)! 1 C
0912 C
0013 C
0314 C THIS ROJTINE SAME AS FILLD.FR EXCEPT FOR DIFFERENT CON.`"ON
[`015 C AREA,	 SSF14N.
C016 C
CO1' C A SUBROUTINE TO FILL AN ARRAV DRV(63,7) CONTAINING 63 SAMPLE
CLIE C VALUES OF THE UP TO 7 DERIVATIVES FOR SEASAT UAbEFOP.M 	 CASE;
0019 C THE ORDER OF T.(F DERIVATIVE TERMS IN DRV IS SET BY JCRDR(7).
i 0020 C FILLD IS A COMPANION TO FILLV; 	 I1 REQUIRES THAT FILLY HAS BEEN
0021 C CALLED ALREADY.	 SEE FORTHER COi1IEWIS IN THE FITTING ROUTINE
0322 C :,WhFiT VNICH CALLS FILLD AND FILLV.	 THESE ROUTINES ARE PART
CO23 C CF THE NEW KOCRA.MS USING THE FFT-CONVOLUTION TECHNIQUE WITHIN
0024 C WAVEFORM G=f:EP.AI:O(J. DEBUG PRINTOL I 	TO (ASSUMED ALREADY OPENED)
09_2 5 C DEVICE 12 IS PRO`JIUED O:J X CO^MILE S^4!TCH.
0026 C
L3-,3? C
6,2E C FILLD2 REQUIRES SUBROJTINES FILLV,GiSVS,GTSEA2,GTFS^2,FR2'iR,fR4T
PL29 C t-R 4SYN,FO:D1 , AND rO^02.
!%;30 C
60;,1 C THE OERIVA IVES ARE NJtJZRIC f LLV FOJN3 6V STEPPING A(7), THE
0 :7:2 C P.,%METER VALUES BY AN PkDLINT SET BY ,STFRM (EXCEPT THAT FIRST
IViO33 C A:\D FOURTH TLKHIS, AMPLITUJC d BASELINE, ARE FOUND DIFFERENTLY).
5::31 C
Wib SU3RCUTIN_ FiLLD(VAL,MV,STPR-1)
Ll :)35 CO:•'PILER	 STATIC
!':37 C
4JOZ1z; CO.1:3N /SYS-ti/ SvS(514).fJSYS.NSCTR
0539 C
JJ40 C::7:'*A /SS'I:V/ A(7),XCHST(7),T(63). NA, I TER, SERS11,CaLM,CO^RL(21),
GC41 1	 CJESS(7),C`.STP(7),JCRDr'(7),A':DIT(2,7)
0- ;2 r
UGv:, EG'JIVALc'.C^	 (,:.":9Li,A(1)),(OSLIN,A(4))
r•^s^
0:745 C
0,946 REAL
	 V.;:(f3),C2J(63,7),STP2L1<7)
0,7)7 X P--AL XT^:?^E3)
U::48 C
E.:19 C
0059 X IJRITE FREE	 (1Z)	 DEBUG IN FILLD;	 CALL FILLV t PRINT RESULTS
V051 X CALL	 FILLVC%,-L)
0052 X C`J_L	 rL.0'JT(12,VAL,63)
0.153 C
0.754 C
LJib C--- LOO,- TO 40G FOR THE NA DERIVAT:VES NECDLO.
F1.356 C
E.':7 CO 42,U K=1,N,',
JrJORCRO")
C4
I
0, i? C
0960 C--- DO NL',,L'RICAL STEP PFOCEDVRF AT 3-70 FCR EVERYTHING EXCEPT AMPLI AND
0061 C--- ©OLIN; FOR THESE WE KNO1. EASIJR WAY 7O CET ANSWER.
UJ .i^ c
0363 X	 WRITE FREE (12) ' FILLD DEBUG: AT CO.IPUTED GO TO, J d K = '.J,K
606 11 C
0065	 GO TO (100,3Cfj,300,203,309,3J0,300), J
DOSS C
11057 C--- 100 IS STATEMENT REACHED WHEN AMPLI DEPIV IS NEEDED.
C'--63
	
103	 CONTINUE
0069 X	 6RITE FREE (12) ' FILLD DEBUG: AT STATEMENT a 100'
L'v70	 TMP'k"IPL I
0771	 IF (TMP.LT.1.E-05) TMP=1.E-05
01+72	 CO 110 I=1,63
0 73	 110	 DP.V(I,K)=(VAL(I)-BSLIN)/TMP
0J74	 GO TO 4CO
007 ,	c
027G C--- 2CO IS STATEMENT REACHED 1N.4EN BSLI!' DERIV IS NEEDED.
03/7	 203	 CONTINUE
0073 X	 WRITE FREE(12) ' FILLD DEbVJ3: AT STATEMENT • 200'
0979	 DO 210 i=1,63
CLJ:J 210	 14)V(I,K)=1.0
0381
	
GO TO 41?0
lJZds2 C.
GO03 C--- 303 IS STATEMENT FOR NU'IERICAL STEP ES-MATION OF THE ^ERIVATIVE.
EON:	 300	 CONTINUE
0O03 X	 WRITE FREE (12) ' FILLD DEBUG: AT STATEMENT + 3CO'
i,9J:;	 ATMP=A(J)
0•37	 STEP=STPRM(J)
GrJ9C^	 A(J)=A(•J)•STEP
0OU3 C--- ABOVE STATEMENTS SNAPPED IN NEW VALUE FOR THE DESIRED A(.)
0590 C--- NOW STORE ELEMENTS OF VAL(.) TEMPORARILY IN URV(..J)
0731 X	 WRITE FREE (12) ' FILLD DECUv: J d A(J) _ '.J.A(J)
002	 DO 310 I=1,63
639:	 31U	 DRV(I.K)=VAL(I)
Cn94 C
Oj95 C--- GET NEW WAVE 7O4M WITH NEW (TEM-ORARV, STZPFLD) PARV1 TEP. VALUES.
0,96 C
OG:7 X	 1.4RITE FREE (i2) '<LF> TEM:'0..!ARV A(.) 	 .(A(I). I=1,7)
O0li Q C
0539	 CALL FILLV(VG.L)
01.:0 X	 IVRI TE Fc.== X12) ' AND FOR ThESE VALUES. FUNCTION IS
L. 1C1 X	 CALL RLOJT(.2.VAL,53)
Dili! C
f,!!'3 C
U10: c--- NOW FCkM DE")_V. ESTIMATrS L SWAP VALUES BACK TO ORIIINAL..
0106 C
0!03	 DO 3'0 I=1,53
O1V'7	 Tt.P=CN211( I ,K )
Oibs	 DPV(I,K)-,VAL(I)-TMP)/STEP
OLUSO X	 XTMP(I)=DPV(I.K)
0110	 32:	 VAL (I )"T'-NP
0111 C
0112	 A(J)=ATE;?
J7 i 1':	 C
0114 C
0115 X	 WPIIE FPEE (12) ' <LF> STEP-DERIV. VALUES ARE
0116 X	 CALL RI.O1T(I2.>.TE1?.63)
0117 C
v:iE C
f
C5
13119 X
	 WPITE FkEE ( 12) ' RF.STO:ED FUXCT:ON VALU S
6120 X	 CALL RLOUi(12,VAL,63)
0121 C
G1?: c
6123 C--- BOT1C`9 0 7
 PAIN DCRIVATIVE LOOP
Ol ?a C
6125	 4!:;r7	 CONTINUE
0126 C
01?7	 P.ETURN
O1:'^	 END
I
I
C6
4'
APPENDIX D.
SOURCE LISTINGS FOR SUBROUTINES GTFSk AND GTSEA
0031 C DP(^:GHAYNE:GTFSP.2.FR	 REVISED 11/13/80,	 1505 MRS
0;72 C
oj:i3 C G.S.HAYNE	 APPL.SCI.ASSOC'S	 07/16/87
C0J3 C
0073 C THIS VERSION ADMITS A NEGATIVE ANGLE, BUT FAKES THE RESULT
036 C TO GIVE A FASTEk-THAN-ZERO-DEGREES PLATEAU DECAY.	 07/16/80
00:77 C
OW38 C--- ---	 SU3ROUTINE GTFSR2 FILLS THE FLAT-SURFACE RECPO?JSE, USING 10
00,)9 C TERM ONLY FROM EXPANSION IN GARY BROWN'S PAPER. A PM'EP SEINES
0010 C FROM AGRAMCWITZ d STE.GUN IS USED TO EVALUATE I0.	 THIS VERSION OF
0011 C GTFSR USES 230 NON-ZERO VALUCS OF THE FLAT-SURFACE RESPONSE, AND
0012 C ASSUMES THAT NNP > 230. GTFSR2 IS DERIVED FRCM GTFSR BUT IS
CC13 C FOR THE NEW FFT-BASED CONVOLUTION USING ONLY 512-PCINT
0014 C FFT.
C015 C
0016 SUFJROUTINE GTFSR(NNP,FSR,SMFSP)
00i'l REAL FSR(1)
CG18 CO`NIKvN / SSM^N/ AMPLI , TItU , SIC'1A , 3SLIN,XLMDA , XIDEG , XKURT
CO1S NFSR = 230
Cti20 SMFSP. = 0.
OJ21 DT	 1.5623
0072 T	 - -DT12.
G02^ C
0024 C... TEST FOR (IMPOSSIBLE) NEGATIVE ANGLE: IF PRESENT, CHOOSE BRANCH WHICH
f375 C... EFFECTIVELY INCREASES THE DLTA AT < ZERO DEGREES POINTING (CHANGES
n:i26 C... MBE ON 07/16/80)
rV7 C
CZ23 IF
	 (XIDEC.GT .O.) CO TO 20
O3?9 C
Gl)s0 C... THE FOLL0'4ING STATEMENT CAUSES DLTA TO INCREASE BY A FACTOR, OF
0031 C.. TWO F02 I DEGhEE (FICTICIOUS) NEGATIVE SEASAT ANGLE...
CL^32 DLTA =	 2.56496E-03•(l.-XIDEG)
C 33 DO	 1F J=1.PJF;R
073 . 1 T	 =	 1	 + OT
OJJ5 2 = A!''?LI•EXP( - DLTAOT)
OC36 F:,1(0) = Z
0.;37 15 S" 'SR	 •	 Stt=SR	 +	 Z
0038 GO TO 33
OrJ9 C
O:)10 20 X2nAJ = ^:^^ ,/28.54189
G741 BLTA a	 :.35331•S:N0(2P41)
C^42 DLTA = 2. E5- 5:-" 5•CU3(X2RAD)
0-1 13 CIO 30 J = I . %7' .R
1:J14 T = T + OT
GO.*5 Z = D6'a"SG2T(T)
0046 C----- SELECT 41ilCH OF THE TWJ S:RIES TO USE FOR IO(Z)
E4V47 IF	 (Z.GT.3.75)	 GO TO 23
6033 Z = Z"T/13.0625
1+G39 C---------	 3.75 • "2	 -	 14.0625
0030 A =	 1.	 +	 Z'(3.55623+Z•(3.Oo`9942+Z"(1.2OG749
V" 51 I	 +Z•(0.265973:+Z•(0.036076S+Z•O.tj:45813)))))
cuj2 CO 10 27
r9d rl3 23 A = EX"(Z)/SCP,T(Z)
Gu.)4 Z c 7.75/Z
O;55 A : A•(0.3989423-Z"(0.0398c024+Z"(0.00362018
001P6 1	 -2 • (O.f:16	 801-	 "(6.01031b55-^ • (Q.02282907-	 "(O.P7355^12
G'i% 2	 -Z'(A._1787650-2.O.P^3.E059))))))))
C'..:3 27 Z - AJ r-1 • EXP(-DLTA" T)•A
i
	$I! r S
	
FSC(J) w Z
	
L7! . (J	 30 SN.FSR = 3+•;r S2 • Z
Gifu 1 C
Ct1:.2 C
	
C." 3	 35	 CONTINUE
CK. 5 4 C
A3JJ C------- FILL REST OF THE AR^ZAY WITH ZEROES
K - MFSR • 1
	
io7	 NP: = 1.NP • 2
	
auc3
	
DO 40 J - K,NP2
	k'Gti9	 45 FSP(J) - 0.
	G() r' l7	 IIST e 1
	
0971
	
RETURN
002 C
	
V'—N 3
	
END
D2
(3t:11 C DPG:GHAYNE:GTSEAZ.FR
	 REVISED 10/15 @^,	 14CO FIR:
OL	 ': C
ci.03 C G.S.HAVNE	 APPL.SCI.ASSOC'S	 06/20/SC
LG71 C
0135 C DISCOVERED IMPOPTANT SIGN ERPUR IN T1 4 1S ROUTINE ON 10/15/20;
01;75 C CHANGED IT AT ABOUT 1419 hOURS.	 PRIOR TO THIS. ALL
017 C GTSEA2 RESULTS WERE RETUhr .INC, OPPOSITC SIGN OF SK._W!4ESS TO
OJ^JO C THAT	 INTEIIDED...
UO .; 9 C
G5!0 C SU©ROUTINE GTSEA2 FILLS ARRIV WITH A SKEWED GAM;IAN SURFACE
nail C ELEVATION DISTRIBUTION, CENTERED ON THE SAKPLE NU('JER 86.
0012 C ZEROES ENTERED IN ALL OTHER ELCMENTS 1HAN IN INTERVAL 	 1 - 171.
OJ13 C ASSUMES N`:P ) 171	 .	 THIS ROUTINE SAVE AS GTSEA.FR
 EXCEPT F0.2 DIFFERENT
01114 C CCM MON NAME AND FOR THE DISTRIBUTION CENTERED AT 171.	 IT IS INT(A)VCp
0015 C FOR USE IN THE 512-POINT F*FT PROCESSES.
0016 C
!-,J 17 SU83OUTINE GTSEI.^NNP,SE4,SMSEA)
!iUI$ REAL	 ;;EA(2 )
0019 COM"ON /SSM4N/ AMPLI,TIC:3,S3GM>,DSLIN.XLKG A,XIDEG.XKUP.T
0020 C- ------	 CO%.VERT SEA SIGMA TO Jr GATE INTERVALS
00-1 1 XNGTS a SIGMA/1.5625
B_'2 C- ------	 ZERO WIDTH IS NOT ALL(.AIEU
0.023 IF	 (XNGTS.LT.O.CuI) XNGTS = 0.001
0021 WGTS = 0.
M*15 C-- ----	 ESTABLISH CENTER AT 86TH GATE
OG2o NCTR = 86
02)27 SEA(t,CTR)
	 =	 1.
G2S StiSEA =	 I.
x:29 K = NCTR -	 1
O:Su Y,J	 =	 XLt*J' A,'6.
r131 XNC`X =	 0.
0032 C- ------ FILL NCN-ZErO ELEMENTS OF THE ARPAY
OG's'. DO 20 J=1,K
0034 XNDX = >.hOX •	 !.
0015 WGTS = >NDX/xNGTS
I..l16 Z =	 -WGTS•WGTS/2.
hJ37 IF	 (Z.LT.-8C.)	 GO TO 10
GL, L A -	 EXP(Z)
013J9 2 = X6•W:TS•(WCTS*t1GTS-3.)
C-51 , " C
C':) 41 C
6;^AZ C... REVEPSED •,- S:Gt!S IN A1,A2 BELOW AFTER. FIN7:N.^. SICrJ ERROR ON
U.143 C... 1C11518a
U. 41 C
GOS3 Al	 A*(1.
	 -	 Z)
CiJ 17 C
EC ;8 C
E: 19 C
C"5fj G:J TO 15
_ 10	 Al	 = B.
A:	 = F.
15	 SEA(N:TR-J)	 = Al
U'54 SEA(NCTR•J)
	
= A.2
0.05 20 S`iSL'A • SMSEA • Al • A2
OJL6 C-------	 NOW FILL PERU ELFt:ENTS 0= THE ARF:A Y
C:47 K	 n 	 2"?.CIR
IJ::"`: NP2
	 -	 t:N? •	 2
(7 1 -99
	
DO ^0 J-K,NP2
OLSE	 :0 SEA(J) - 0.
FA61	 F ETU?N
CEl'.2 C
0J',3	 Et.10
D3
APPENDIX E.
SOURCE LISTINGS FOR SUBROUTINES FFA AND FFS
0:)!j1 C	 DFO : CHAYNE : FFA.FP	 REVISED 07/0:;/80, APPROX. 1055 HOURS
0:02 C
W ei 	 C	 G.S.HAVRE	 APPL.SCI.AS OC'S.	 01/01/60
f1oi.04 C
GCiJ5 C	 THE FOLLOWING I5 CNE OF THc SET OF RO'UTINE'S FCR FAST FOURIER
C'G:ib C	 TRl,NSFORM OF REAL DATA SEQUENCE AS DESCRIUED IN SECTION 1.2 OF
0(7:7 C	 " PROGRAMS FOR DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING." ED. BY DIGITAL SIGNAL
ocoll C	 PROCESSING CC'M'IITTEE OF THE IEEE ASSP, FUDLISNED BY IEEE PRESS,
0003 C
	
NV,19:9. THESE ROUTIN::S AFE COLLECTIVELY THE "FFA-FFS PACKAGE"
00 1 0 C
	
LJHICH INCLUDES: FFA, FFS, R2TR, R4TP,, PSTP., R4SYN, R8SVN, ORD1,
0:7:1 C
	
AND ORD2.
0912 C
0013 C ------------------------------------------------
0.71 .1 C SVBFOUTIIJE:	 FFA
C"'5 C FAST FOURIER ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE
0015 C---------------------°----------------------------
0017 C
018	 SUBROUTINE FFA ( B, NFFT)
6019 C
0023 C THIS SL,31OUTINE RE PLACES 'THE REAL VECTOR B ( K), (K=I,2,... , N),
OU21 C WITH ITS FINITE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFOPM. THE DC TERM IS
0022 C RETUR; : ::D I14 LOCATION B(1) WITH B(2) SET TO 0. THEREAFTER, THE
G:i23 C JTH HA;'MOFIIC IS REfU'INED AS A COMPLEX NU".EFZ STORED AS
002 .1 C B(2 • J • 1) • I B ( 2 • J • 2). NOTE THAT THE N / 2 h/RMrtJIC IS PETUPNED
0025 C IN 6(N-1) WITH 9 0 1 • 2) SET TO 0. HENCE, B MU:3T BE DIN-2NSIONED
5::?6 C TJ SI7E N•2.
80'7 C SUBROUTINE IS CALLED AS FFA ( B,N) IIMERL N=c" • N A'D'D B IS AN
OJ%Z' C t: 1Ek-h PE+! ARRAY. A PEAL - VALUED, RiLIX 8 t .LGCRITliM 13 USED
00:9 C WITH IN-PLACE rEr:nDERINC AN'D THE TRIG FU%CT_CJ.IS ARE CG.`I'UTLD AS
LsJ:G C NEEGcD
0531 C
0 ,;32	 D!MENSION 5(2)
0(333
	
CO`V:ON /CON/ Fi I , -7. P%T'JO. C22, S22. PI2
Dj3^ C
L.035 C IH IS A !'ACH;N -DEPL .'DENT '.^ITE-L)EVICF NO3CP.
G'536 C
CO37	 IL;t 12
00:2 C
(7739
	
P?I = 3.•{.T..^(1.)
L3p,!)	 PI£ = PI:/S.
^^;2	 P7 TL10 - 2.•07
E:<3
	
C22	 C3S:ii8)
(:7' :	 S22 • s!%( p :3 )
OC45	 PI2 = :. • PII
!1.,146
P?47	 LO 1^ 1=1,15
07:3	 M r I
0.749	 N • N•2
L. -1 	 IF (N.EO.NFFT) GO TO 20
0"51	 lc	 CONTIt..IE
V052	 ►a'ITE (IU.9999)
i053	 SS59	 FORMAT(' t:FFT NOT A POWER OF 2 F(r.. FFA' )
0":54	 STOP
"ilb	 20	 CUAIINUE
1i-'3b	 NBPU.! = M/3
C
t. CCU A PADX 2 OR RA:IX 4 ITERATIO'. FIRST if m: IS FE!"JIR:D
CRY31NAL PAGE IS
OF PWR QUALITY
r' .7 .)	 c
M, V., 	 IF 0:-NCPO'd*3-1 ) 57, 40, 30
0: + 1
	 3 G	 V% = 4
LIZ ,.-A,	 INT = N/NN
L'ti63	 CALL R4U(1NT, B(I), B(INT+1), B(2 1 1,IT+1), B(3*Iti:+1))
4	 GO TO 63
M;il5 40	 t:N = 2
00GS	 INT _ N/NN
C367	 CALL VIP(Ir, B(1), B(INT+!))
(3 aJa2	 bu T C 60
0019
	
50	 NN = 1
O.J 7(J c
VJ71 C PERFORM R<,DIX 8 ITERATIONS
5072 C
0073
	 60	 IF (NSPOW) 90, 90, 70
0074	 70	 DO N UJ IT=1,N8POW
6:375	 NN = NN*8
CO7G	 iNT = N/NN
6-0i7
	
CALL RBTR(INT,N"1,B(1),B(INT+1),B(2*INT+1),B(3*INT+1),
01772	 1	 8(4*-'NT+1),B(5*INI*1),B(6*INT+1),B(7*INT+1),B(1),
0.379
	 2	 B(INT*1),B(2*INT*1),B(3*INT+1),B(4*INT+1),0(5*INT :),
CJ30	 3	 B(6*INT+1),B(,*INT+1))
0031
	 30	 CONTINUE
CO32 C
0033 C PERFCRM IN-PLACE RECRDERIN;
0;34 C
0:35	 90	 CALL ORD1(M, E)
0036	 CALL 02D2(M, B)
C587	 T = 8(2)
608c	 B(2) = 0.
0:339	 B(NFFT+1 ) = T
G?50	 b(NF^-T+2) = 0.
0591
	 DO 100 1=4YFFT,2
C -,32	 B(I) _ -3(I)
7093	 100	 CONTINU=
0G14	 R^(URN
0095	 END
0(301
(J12
0=)3
0JJ^
OZ06
0007
O;Ja
0073
OriIU
O01!
0012
6313
0'7! 4
0015
0-116
vull
0713
0319
0'J ^ 0
0,121
002
0023
0J2.3
Gb26
O326
0927
OJ?3
00.9
11.930
0'731
0332
0933
Cluj ,$
C2135
136
J7
L^ •c^ J 3
f7J3 )
^J 4J
L'Jit
01 ;7
OL ( i
►}^JrF
0-349
035U
0.151
U52
0353
0•: S5
0$55
c	 DPV:GHA1'NE:FFS.FR	 REVISED 11/03/FO. APPROX.
C
C	 G. S. HAY NKi	 APFL.SCI.ASSC►C'S.	 0110:190
C
C	 1HF FOLLOWING IS ONE OF THE SET OF ROUTINES FCC F
C	 TRANSFORM OF REAL DATA SEQUCNCc_' AS DESCRIBED IN S
C	 "PROGRAMS FOR DIGITAL SICNAL PROCESSING." ED. BY
C	 PROCLSSING COMMITICL OF THc: IEEE ASSP, PV3LISHE0
C	 NV,1979. 1HESE ROUTINES COLLECTIVELY Af:L "FFA-FFS
C	 WHICH INCLUDES: FFA, FFS, R2'iR, R )1P., RPTR. R4SlIN
C	 UJO ORD2.
C
C
C ----------------------------------------------
C SURERO1 1 1INE:
	
FFS
C FAST fOURIER SYNTHESIS SU3ROUIINE
C RADIX 9-4-2
C----------------------------------------------
C
SUBROUTINE FFS(3, NFFT)
C
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
DIMENSION P(2)
COr6M0n`; /CON1/ P11. P7. P71`140, C22. S22, PIZ
c
C IW IS A MAC 1NE-DEPENDENT %.C2IlE-OEYl s ;, NUMZ1"
C
12 = 12
C
PII n 3."A7AN(1.)
PIA a Pili^.
Pi it
P7TWO a 2.'P7
C22 - COS(PI?)
S2[ n SIN P:9
PIZ ] 2.•?II
N a 1
DO 16 1 n 1.15
M s T
N a N12
CO TO 20
10	 CONTIN
WRITE (14.9999)
9"99	 F;.i.,.;T(' NFFT NOT A PG I%'ER O- 2 i0i" FFS' )
STOP
CC;:TIkUE
F)(7) - 1)(NFFT-1)
DO 3C I=).NFFT
B(I) a B(I)/FLO,%T(NFFf)
S0 cctJ' I1.,TjZ!
r
'ITb
THIS SUBROUTINE SVNTHESIZES THE REAL VECTOR B(K), WHER
A=1,2....,1,. THE INITIAL FOl'RILR COEFI ICtc1ITS Af:E PLACE..
THE B AFRAV OF SIZE N • 2. THE DC TERM I` IN D(I) WITH
N(2) EQUAL TO 0.
THE JTH HARli(KIC IS STORED AS B(2 •J • 1) • I B(2•0•2).
T riE N/2 HArP..MONIC IS !N B(N • 1 1 WI1H 1N (N+%) El'VAL TO 0.
IHE SUJROUTINE IS CALLED A; FFS(H,N) !(HER'c N ,, 2 ••M AD
D 1S THE N TERM REAL ARRAV DISCUSS^0 A.30VC.
13
fr57	 D7 49 I=4.NFFT,2
I
	 04.:r3	 00) - -B(I)
00 1	 40	 CJUfINUE
2	 NSf).)W = ?4/3
i_. )	 C
I :.	 C RECROER THE INPUT FOURIER C-XFFICIENTS
C
CALL ORD2 (M, B )
SJi7	 CELL ORD1(M, B)
TO i C
CL., 51	 IF (NEPOW.EO.0) GO TO 60
(3019 C
"071 C PERFORM THE RADIX 8 ITERATIONS
0072 C
M73	 NN = I'
0074	 DO 50 IT=1,N3P0'J
00;5	 INT = N/NN
C.:)75	 CALL RBSVN(INT,NN,B,B(INT+1),B(2*INT+1),B(3*INT+I),
b0:7	 1	 B.4*INT+I),B(5*iNT+1),B(6*INT+1),B(7*IIJT+i),B(1),
03?3	 2	 E%INT+1),B('^ *INT+1),5(3*INT+1),B(4*IN7+1),B(5*INT+1),
0379	 3	 B(6"INT+1),B(7*INT+1))
0730	 NN = NN18
0031
	 59	 CONTINUE
Lzi3? C
OC33 C DO A RADIX 2 OR RADIX, 4 ITERATION IF ONE IS REQUIRED
Ci)S4 C
(:435	 60	 IF (M-N8P0'.4*3-1) 90, 80, 70
0id5	 70	 INT = N/4
fi(^7	 Ct.LL R4SVN(INT, e(1), BUNT + 1), 0(2*INT + 1), E(3*INT+1))
CIO 8
	 GO TO 90
9£39	 80	 INT - N/2
f:.19J	 CALL R2TR(INT, B(I), B(INT+1))
Eu31	 50	 RETURN
C? fl)
	 END
E4
E
